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WARNING! 
 
ELECTRICAL POWER CAN RESULT IN DEATH, PERSONAL 
INJURY OR CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT. 
 
If the instrument is driven by an external power source, disconnect the 
instrument from that power source before attempting any repairs. 
 
WARNING! 
 
BATTERIES ARE DANGEROUS. IF HANDLED IMPROPERLY, 
THEY CAN RESULT IN DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY OR CAN 
CAUSE DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT. 
 
Batteries can be hazardous when misused, mishandled, or disposed 
of improperly. Batteries contain potential energy, even when partially 
discharged. 
 
WARNING!  
 
ELECTRICAL SHOCK CAN RESULT IN DEATH OR PERSONAL 
INJURY. 
 
Use extreme caution when handling cables, connectors, or terminals; 
they may yield hazardous currents if inadvertently brought into contact 
with conductive materials, including water and the human body. 
 
CAUTION! 
 
Be aware of protective measures against environmentally caused 
electric current surges. 
 
In addition to the previous warnings and cautions, the following safety 
activities should be carefully observed. 
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Children, Adolescents 
 
NEVER give batteries to young people who may not be aware of the 
hazards associated with batteries and their improper use or disposal. 
 
Jewelry, Watches, Metal Tags 
 
To avoid severe burns, NEVER wear rings, necklaces, metal watch 
bands, bracelets, or metal identification tags near exposed battery 
terminals. 
 
Heat, Fire 
 
NEVER dispose of batteries in fire or locate them in excessively 
heated spaces. Observe the temperature limit listed in the instrument 
specifications. 
 
Charging 
 
NEVER charge "dry" cells or lithium batteries that are not designed to 
be charged. 
 
NEVER charge rechargeable batteries at currents higher than recom-
mended ratings. 
 
NEVER recharge a frozen battery. Thaw it completely at room 
temperature before connecting charger. 
 
Unvented Container 
 
NEVER store or charge batteries in a gas-tight container. Doing so 
may lead to pressure buildup and explosive concentrations of 
hydrogen. 
 
Short circuits 
 
NEVER short circuit batteries. High current flow may cause internal 
battery heating and/or explosion. 
 
Damaged Batteries 
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Personal injury may result from contact with hazardous materials from 
a damaged or open battery. NEVER attempt to open a battery 
enclosure. Wear appropriate protective clothing, and handle damaged 
batteries carefully. 
 
Disposal 
 
ALWAYS dispose of batteries in a responsible manner.  Observe all 
applicable federal, state, and local regulations for disposal of the 
specific type of battery involved. 
 

NOTICE 
 
Stevens makes no claims as to the immunity of its equipment against 
lightning strikes, either direct or nearby. 
 
The following statement is required by the Federal Communications 
Commission: 
 
WARNING - This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio 
frequency energy, and, if not installed in accordance with the instruc-
tions manual, may cause interference to radio communications. It has 
been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A 
computing device pursuant to Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC Rules, 
which are designed to provide reasonable protection against such 
interference when operated in a commercial environment. Operation 
of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause interference in 
which case the user at his own expense will be required to take 
whatever measures may be required to correct the interference. 
 
 
 

USER INFORMATION 
 

Stevens makes no warranty as to the information furnished in these 
instructions and the reader assumes all risk in the use thereof. No 
liability is assumed for damages resulting from the use of these 
instructions. We reserve the right to make changes to products and/or 
publications without prior notice. 
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Figure 1.1  The Steven AxSys System 
 
1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
 
The Stevens AxSys System is a family of data acquisition products, 
based on the AxSys MPU (Monitoring/Processing Unit). Each system 
is factory-equipped to meet specific customer requirements. Some 
MPUs accept single digital, analog or serial data inputs from various 
hydrological and environmental sensors. Others accept serial data 
input for recording from multi-parameter water-quality probes.  
 
A Serial Port provides for command entry and data telemetry with a 
computer, telephone system, leased line, terrestrial radio or satellite. 
Two optional switched outputs are available, which may be program-
med to trigger external devices, based on input values or a calculated 
variable. The AxSys is designed to operate with minimum power 
requirements over a wide range of temperature and humidity.  
 
Different versions of the AxSys feature programs appropriate to the 
application, so the user is not burdened by unnecessary features. It 
can be reprogrammed by plugging in a Program Card in the field for a 
different set of features, for the same general type of sensor. 
 
 

 
Applicable 

Sensor 
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1.2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
 
The AxSys MPU stores data from up to eight attached sensors, 
depending on configuration.  Digital and Analog versions are capable 
of one sensor each.  SDI-12 versions are capable of up to 8 sensors.  
A Dual Analog unit can accept two analog sensors, and, in some 
configurations, up to 6 additional SDI-12 sensors. Recording Time 
Interval selections range from once per second to once per day. The 
Date, Time and Time Interval are all set and stored in a battery-
backed real-time clock circuit, which features automatic leap-year 
correction.  Independent time intervals can be set for each sensor.  An 
additional, optional input is available for pulse counting. 
 
The data is processed, formatted and stored in non-volatile Flash 
memory. Approximately 60,000 readings can be stored in the basic 
MPU or 100,000 readings in a removable Data Card. The Card may 
act as the MPU primary memory or it may be used to extract and 
transport data from several basic MPUs to a data processing center. 
Data can be extracted through the Serial Port directly from the MPU or 
remotely through a modem to a computer. Alternatively, data can be 
transferred from the Data Card to a computer through the Stevens 
PCM-2 Dual Card Reader. Utility programs, such as Stevens MOD-
TERM ,  LOGTERM  and AXREAD (WIndows95 compatible) can be 
used to format the data for standard computer word processing and 
spreadsheet programs, where data can be edited, tabulated and 
plotted in the desired format. 
 
The MPU has an extensive set of features which are easily selected 
or edited in the field with a 4-key keypad and 2-line, 20-character 
alphanumeric Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). A straightforward, self-
prompting menu scheme guides the user; no computer is required. 
Some of the included features are: 
 • viewing all recorded data, 
 • viewing Maximum, Minimum and Average data for each day  
 in memory,  
 • scaling the MPU to the input device in (0000.00), (000.000) or 
 (00000.0) units, 
 • logging All data or only that Above or Below a selected  
    threshold, 
 • selecting standard serial or special telemetry modes for the  
    Serial Port, 
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 • selecting alarm conditions for the optional dual alarm outputs, 
 • selecting a security password and many other useful features. 
 
These and additional commands are also available through the Serial 
Port, permitting remote commands and data retrieval through a 
modem and telephone or radio connection. 
 
1.3 SAFETY INFORMATION 
 
Before performing any procedures in this manual, please read all 
applicable warnings and cautions in the preceding section. Power 
sources, including batteries, can be a particular hazard to the user. 
 
1.4 MANUAL ORGANIZATION 
 
The AxSys MPU instruction is organized so that the experienced user 
can operate the instrument with the least amount of reading. 
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2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
 
The AxSys MPU is housed in a gasketed, dust and watertight enclo-
sure, meeting NEMA 4 (IP 66) specifications. The MPU and sensor 
should be protected from weather and vandals, when used in remote, 
outdoor applications, by mounting the equipment in an existing gage 
house or other suitable structure. 
 
2.2 MECHANICAL INSTALLATION 
 
1. Unpack and examine the AxSys carefully. If there is any apparent 
shipping damage, contact the shipper immediately. Also contact the 
factory for replacement of the unit. 

2. Open the AxSys cover by using a quarter or wide, flat-bladed 
screwdriver to rotate the (4) large plastic corner screws 1/4 turn 
counterclockwise. Pull the cover straight out and then swing it open to 
the left on the built-in hinges. See Figure 2.1 AxSys Electrical 
Connectors for the following discussion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.1 AxSys Electrical Connectors 

Additional Input 
Connections 
(Optional) Input 

Connection 

Power 
Input 
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3. The AxSys may be mounted on a shelf or a wall. Position it so the 
power and signal cables can be connected to the power source, input 
device, telemetry and alarm systems, if used. When the enclosure is 
to be permanently mounted, screw four optional mounting tabs onto 
the four corner holes on the back of the enclosure. Then mount the 
enclosure in place with the correct size of screws and flat washers. 
Install the sensor and any options according to their instructions. 
 
 
2.3 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION 
 
1. There are several possible connections to the AxSys System: 
• Power cable: fastened to enclosure by weatherproof cable clamp, 
• Signal input(s): 5-pin external terminal strip , 
• Alarm output cable: optional per order, 
• Analog output cable: optional per order. 
• Telemetry cable with connector: optional per order. 
 
2. Connect the input device cable connector to the input connector. 
 
3. Connect the alarm output to the alarm load and the telemetry 
connector to the telemetry device (modem, etc.), if supplied. 
 
4. The power cable is supplied with two bare wires and loose Faston 
and spade connectors. Crimp the Faston connectors to the cable if it 
is to go to a battery with tab-type output connectors. Crimp the spade 
connectors to the wires when connecting to the Stevens Battery 
Charger, Solar Panel or power supply. The black wire connects to the 
negative (-) and the red wire to the positive (+) output of the 12 volt 
power source. Place the AxSys POWER switch ON, and observe the 
following display message: 
 
        STEVENS AXSYS MPU 
        POWER 12.5 V         90631 A 
 
The second line displays the actual supply voltage and the firmware 
(program) number and current revision letter. Shortly after the mess-
age is displayed, the menu will automatically advance to the next 
menu item. This completes the installation of the AxSys System. 
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Refer to Section 4 Operation, to select and modify the instrument 
operating parameters. 
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Figure 3.1  AxSys Front Panel 
 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This section is a brief checklist to remind the experienced user of 
tasks to be done during periodic service of an installed AxSys system. 
It assumes that the user is already familiar with the menu command 
structure as described in Section 4  Operation. 
 
3.2 INSTRUMENT CHECK 
 
3.2.1 Press MENU to "wake" the AxSys and verify the ">Reading:" 
value against some independent means (e.g. a staff gage or sounding 
meter for water level). 
 
3.2.2 Extract data from the Data Card or internal memory through the 
Serial Port, if appropriate. Remove the Card if it is to be exchanged 
with an erased Data Card. If the Card is being used as a transfer 
device (Card Copy Mode,  see Section 4.3, 4.4.12-g) make sure you 
have pressed the MENU key to “wake” the AxSys MPU before 
inserting the card.  The AxSys will automatically perform the data 
transfer.  Write in the date and any other pertinent information on the 
Data Card label with a soft pencil. Perform any channel or system 
setup changes through the keypad before inserting an erased Card if 
in the “LOG MEM” Mode (See Section 4.3, 4.4.12-g). This avoids 
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writing unnecessary headers or mixed information to the Card as a 
result of any editing with the keypad. 
 
3.2.3 Review the menu items with the MENU key. Modify any oper-
ating parameters with the  or  and  keys, as required. If a menu 
is preceded by a > symbol, press the  key to enter and modify any 
sub-menus, as required. Remember that repeated operations of the 
MENU key allow examination of any menu status. If there are no 
changes, press MENU again to confirm status and advance to the 
next menu item.  
 
If there is no keypad activity for one minute, the AxSys will go to 
"sleep" when in the "LOW POWER" operating mode, to save current. 
Press MENU again, if necessary to activate the MPU. It will "wake" up 
and start again at the ">Reading:" menu. 
 
IF the AxSys is in the “LOG MEM” mode for data storage on the Data 
Card, plug in an erased Data Card, label upward, until it is fully 
seated. An initialization message will appear for a short time on the 
AxSys display; then recording will begin.  Recording will be redundant, 
both in internal memory and on the Data Card, when the AxSys Data 
Card usage is configured for “LOG MEM”. 
 
3.2.4 Check the system voltage on the second line of the "Channel:" 
status menu. This value should be in the range of 12 to 14 volts for 
battery or power supply operation. For a rechargeable lead-acid type, 
replace the battery when the indicated voltage drops to 12.0 volts, as 
there is very little useful energy remaining. 
 
3.2.5 If the AxSys is operated in a humid or condensing environment, 
place a fresh bag or two of desiccant on the front panel, just prior to 
closing and latching the instrument cover. Replace and recharge the 
desiccant on a regular basis. 
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3.3 STATION LOG 
 
We recommended that a station log be maintained for each AxSys, 
for future reference. Record such useful information as: 
• Installation date of Data Card 
• Installation date for system battery 
• Time Interval and assigned ID number 
• Scale factors and any "Minimum:" offset that is assigned 
• System voltage, to establish a history for battery usage 
• Other pertinent environmental or station operation data. 
 
 
3.4 PRESS AND HOLD CHANNEL SCAN 
 
The user can rapidly view all the channel readings on multi-channel 
units by simply holding down the MENU key.  This will cause the 
display to sequence through all channels currently set for active 
logging, and display their current readings.  Each channel will be 
displayed for about 1 second.  Releasing the MENU key will cause the 
currently displayed channel to be the active channel. 
 
 
 
Note:  Although a one second recording time interval is available, 
many sensors, particularly those using the SDI-12 interface, will not 
update in one second.  In fact, many take over 10 seconds to 
respond.  The user should not select a recording interval that is 
faster than sensor response.  Data file format errors can occur.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This section details operation of the AxSys MPU and the functions of 
the various user interfaces. A straight-forward English menu permits 
easy setup of the MPU in the field.  
• Section 4.2 describes the operation of the 4-key keypad and the 2-
line, 20-character wide display on the AxSys front panel.  
• Sections 4.4 describes the menus for selecting the operating 
parameters with the keypad and display.  
• The other user interfaces are described in Section 4.3  Data Card, 
and Section 4.5  Serial Port . 
 
4.2 KEYPAD/DISPLAY INTERFACE 
 
The keypad has 4 keys: MENU, up arrow ( ), down arrow ( ) and 
right arrow ( ). The symbols in parentheses are used throughout the 
text to indicate these key operations. The action that results from 
pressing a key is momentary if pressed for a short time interval, or is 
repeated if the key is held down. 
 
The display has 2 lines of 20 characters, each of which may be 
alphabetic from upper or lower case A to Z, numeric from 0 to 9 or 
many special punctuation characters. Normally, the first line will have 
a menu description, followed by related information; for example, a 
typical date menu: Date: 02/14/95, or a time menu: Time: 14:31:57. 
Many menus also have additional or conditional information on the 
second line; for example: 
 >Channel Setup 
 Log ALL. 
These menus are explained in detail in Section 4.3. All the letters "O" 
or "o" on the display appear as they do in this text. The numeral zero 
on the display has a "/" through it, while it appears as "0" in this text.  
 
4.2.1 The MENU Key - Operation of the MENU key enters informa-
tion from the current menu and advances the display to the next menu 
item. The key may be pressed repeatedly to advance, item by item, 
through the menu. When a menu item is selected and found to be 
acceptable, press MENU to enter that item and advance to the next 
menu. If the value is to be selected or edited (changed), modify it as 
desired with the  or  and  keys. Then press MENU to enter the 
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new value into memory and advance to the next menu. This 
procedure applies to all menus. 
 
4.2.2 The  or  key - These keys have two possible effects, depen-
ding on the operation being performed. When a menu has an item 
that can be selected or edited, the first press of either key selects the 
Edit mode, causing that item to blink repeatedly on the display. If the 
selected (blinking)menu item is a condition, such as AVERAGE or 
MINIMUM, then further operations of either key moves through all 
selections, one item at a time. If the selected menu item is a single 
character, then operating either key increases ( ) or decreases ( ) 
the character value, respectively. The character may be alphabetic, 
numeric or punctuation, depending on the selected menu. After the 
selecting or editing process is complete, press MENU once to 
complete the edit process.  Press MENU a second time to advance. 
 
4.2.3 The  Key - This key has three possible effects, depending on 
the operation being performed. (1) When a character value is being 
Edited, press  to advance to the next character in a character string. 
(2) If a menu has just been selected and is preceded by a ">", press 

 to enter the next level of that menu. (3) When in channel status 
menu, press  to jump to channel setup menu, providing a 
convenient means of setting up a multi-channel MPU. 
 
EXAMPLE:  All of the keys are used in the example below, where the 
user modifies a Channel ID from 000000 to 000127. Press MENU 
until the "Chan ID:" menu is displayed: 
 
 Chan ID:  000000    
 
Press  or  to enter Edit mode and the first "zero" digit will blink. 
Press  two times to reach the third digit position, since it is to be 
edited. That digit will now blink Press  once to increase the digit 
value to "1" and press  once to advance to the next digit. Press  
twice to increase the digit value to "2" and press  once to advance 
to the next digit. Press  three times to change the digit to "7" and 
press  once to advance. The reading should now be: 
 
 >Chan ID:  000127 
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If the Chan ID is correct, press MENU to enter that value. If it is not 
correct, continue to use ,  and  keys to edit the value; then 
press MENU once to complete the edit process.  Press MENU again 
to advance.  Note that if you hold the  or  key down, the digit will 
scan through the available character selections. 
 
4.2.4 Special Key Combinations - Certain MPU functions can be 
obtained by combining the simultaneous operation of two keys.  
 
a. Reverse Menu - This function modifies operation of the MENU key 
to reverse the direction of travel through the menu structure. This is 
quite useful if an item has just been passed, and you want to examine 
or edit that item. To reverse direction, simultaneously press and 
release MENU and .  The display will momentarily show: 
 
 *****MENU REVERSE***** 
 
Now, repeated operation of MENU will move up rather than down 
through the menu structure. This function is cancelled when the MPU 
goes into "sleep" state after one minute of no keypad activity, or the 
MENU+  sequence can be repeated at any time, and the display will 
momentarily show: 
 
 *****MENU NORMAL***** 
 
b. Low Power Mode - The MPU will normally switch to "sleep" mode 
after 1 minute of no keyboard activity and the Serial Port is not active 
(when Logger is in "LOW POWER" operating Mode). The user can 
jump immediately to "sleep" mode by simultaneously pressing the  
and  keys; the display will go blank. 
 
c. Select Factory Settings - This function allows the user to return to 
the original factory settings. Place the MPU POWER switch OFF for 
20 to 30 seconds. Then hold down MENU and place the POWER 
switch in the ON position. Release MENU when the following 
message is displayed: 
 
 STEVENS AXSYS MPU 
 FACTORY SETUP 
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This message will disappear shortly and the first menu item is 
displayed.  Note: this is a complete reset.  All user settable 
parameters, even date and time, will need to be re-entered. 
 
 
4.3 DATA CARD INTERFACE 
 
The Stevens FC-256 Data Card is a plug-in memory storage device 
for the AxSys MPU. Both the Data Card and internal MPU data 
memory use Flash technology which does not require a battery. The 
Card typically provides a 100,000 reading storage capacity when 
plugged in, while the MPU provides a 60,000 reading internal storage 
if no Card is present. The removable Card provides a convenient 
means of long-term data storage, combined with easy transport and 
data processing in an office environment. 
 
When the Card is plugged in, it acts as the primary data memory; 
when the Card is not plugged in, the internal MPU memory acts as the 
primary memory. MPU memory commands (e.g. DataView) act on the 
primary memory, whether it is the Card or internal memory. However, 
the CIRCULATE or UNTIL FULL Storage Modes only apply to internal 
memory. The Data Card only accepts data until full; Card memory is 
never written over by new data.  If the AxSys is set to “CARD COPY” 
Mode, the Data Card can be used as a memory transfer device (see 
Section 4.4.12-g) 
 
When in the “LOG MEM” Mode,  an information header is written to 
the Card any time it is inserted into the MPU or whenever an operating 
parameter is changed from the keypad or Serial Port. Therefore, we 
recommend that all logging parameters be selected before plugging in 
the Data Card. When an erased Card is plugged in, the display 
indicates that the Card is being initialized; normal logging begins after 
the message disappears. 
A small, green, light-emitting diode (LED) indicator is located on the 
MPU front panel, just to the right of the Data Card. This LED lights 
whenever information is written to the Data Card. It lights when the 
Card is first plugged in, during an initialization period which may last 
up to 30 seconds. It also lights when new data is being written to the 
Card, or the Card is being erased. 
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CAUTION! Do not remove the Card when the LED is lighted, to 
minimize the possibility of scrambled data. 
 
Data may be retrieved through the MPU keypad, with a computer 
through the Serial Port or a Stevens PCM-2 Card Reader in an office 
environment. See Section 4.6 and Section 6  Serial Port Interface to 
retrieve data through the Serial Port. The Data Card may also be 
erased by the user through the alternatives listed above.  
 
CAUTION! Be sure to save the data to a file before erasing the Card, 
to avoid data loss! 
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4.4 THE MENUS 

 
MENU NAME Digital Analog SDI-12 Flow Opts 

Channel: x x x x  
Reading: x x x   
Head: 
Flow: 

   x  

Ctotal: 
Mtotal: 

   x  

MinFlw: 
MaxFlw: 

   x  

Time: x x x x  
Date: x x x x  
ChanID: x x x x  
Interval: x x x x  
DataView: x x x x  
Channel Setup: x x x x  
System Setup: x x x x  
Alarm(1)(2):     x 
Analog Output:     x 
Satlcomm 
Setup: 

    x 

 
Table 4.1 Keypad Menu Selections by Configuration 

 
When the MPU is first powered up, it performs an initializing routine, 
as indicated on the display, and then switches to the channel status 
display: 
 Channel:   1  SDI-12 
 PWR: 12.4v  90631A. 
This display indicates the Channel number (1), type of input (SDI-12), 
the supply voltage (12.4 v) and the MPU program number and current 
revision letter (90631 A). Push MENU once to advance to the next 
menu item: 
 
 >Reading: 00000.00   (Default value for 0.00 scale). 
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The "Reading:" value is part of a menu structure that contains several 
main levels depending upon the type of input signal configuration, and 
each is described in this section. Those menus preceded by a ">" 
have added menu levels, which are described below. 
 
 
4.4.1  Channel:  1 SDI-12 
    PWR: 12.6 v  90631A 
 
This is the channel status menu. Line one describes the channel 
number and type of input signal  (1  SDI-12), while line two displays 
the system voltage (12.6 v), the internal program number and current 
revision letter (90631 A). This menu is for information and channel 
selection.  All menu items that follow will reflect upon the selected 
channel (1).  To select a different channel, press either the  or  
keys to start the channel number field flashing.  Then use the same 
keys to increment or decrement through the available channels (1 to 
8).   
 
 
4.4.2  >Reading:  00000.00 
 
This is the input signal reading in the selected units of measurement. 
When the AxSys is in "sleep" mode (display is blank), press MENU for 
approximately 1 second to "wake" the Logger  The current sensor 
reading will be displayed in a range between -499.99 and 19999.99 
(0.00 scale) or -49.999 and 1999.999 (0.000 scale). The actual input 
range of the AxSys is 0 to  4999.9 (0.0), 499.99 (0.00) or 49.999 
(0.000). When the reading selected is not within this range, the AxSys 
reading is set to the middle of the range. For example, if a reading of 
1275.00 is entered, the input range will be from 1025.00 to 1524.99. 
To shift the reading to a different range, press . The display shows 
a second line: Minimum: 1025.00. Edit the value to be the lower 
reading in the desired range. Example: If the selected SDI-12 sensor 
will operate in a range  of 1000 to 1499.99, edit the value to be 
Minimum: 1000.00.  If the sensor inadvertently goes outside the 
selected range, the AxSys MPU will automatically adjust the minimum 
value, and write a new header to data file to reflect the new conditions. 
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4.4.3  Head:  00000.00               (Flowmeter Only) 
     Flow:  00000.00 
 
The actual units and readings may vary your setup.  The top line is the 
current gage height reading, the lower line the corresponding flow rate 
for that gage height.  The “Head” reading can be edited to achieve 
calibration or correct for sensor offset using the arrow keys.  See the 
standard AxSys manual that came with the unit for the proper editing 
procedure. 
 
 
4.4.4  Ctotal:   000001160  TGAL (Flowmeter Only) 
     Mtotal:  000005674  MGAL 
 
 
The first line represents the cumulative totalizer, giving total discharge 
in gallons, cubic feet, or other appropriate units.  The second line is 
the master totalizer, giving total in appropriate units.  Again, these 
units may vary depending upon your application.  This is a read-only 
display and cannot be edited. 
 
 
4.4.5  MinFlw:   00000.00 (Flowmeter Only) 
     MaxFlw:  00000.00 
 
 
These readings indicate the minimum and maximum flow rates 
recorded over the current report interval.  They are reset every time a 
report interval occurs, and a report is written to memory.  If the report 
interval is “NONE”, these reading represent the min and max flow 
rates for the current day since midnight.  This is a read-only display 
and cannot be edited. 
 
 
 
4.4.6  Time: 15:12:57 
 
This is the current time of day in hours: minutes: seconds 
(HH:MM:SS) format. Edit, by time increment, with the keypad. Set the 
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AxSys time slightly later than clock time. When the times agree, press 
MENU. Time can be set in the office, and it will be maintained by the 
internal lithium battery during transport to the field. 
 
 
4.4.7  Date: 01/15/95 
 
This is the current date in month/day/year (MM/DD/YY) format. Edit, 
by time increment, with the keypad. Calendar operation is automatic, 
once it is set and will keep track of daily and yearly changes, inclu-
ding leap year. It is also maintained by the internal lithium battery. 
 
4.4.8 Chan ID: 000001 
 
This is the six character channel identification. Each character may be 
alphabetic, numeric or one of many punctuation characters. Edit, 
character by character, with the keypad. See Appendix Section 7.5.4 
for special information regarding Channel ID in auto-telemetry mode. 
 
 
4.4.9  Interval:  00:15:00 
 
This is the recording interval in hours: minutes: seconds (HH:MM:SS) 
format. Select the Edit mode; a second line will appear as follows: 
 Interval:  00:15:00 
 Remain 09%   0023 days 
The second line describes the percent of remaining memory and how 
many days of data recording are left with that recording time interval. 
 
Select the desired recording interval with the keypad. Interval 
selections are 00:00:01, 00:00:05, 00:00:06, 00:00:10, 00:00:15 or 
00:00:30 seconds, 00:01:00, 00:05:00, 00:06:00, 00:10:00, 00:15:00 
or 00:30:00 minutes, 01:00:00, 02:00:00, 04:00:00, 06:00:00, 
08:00:00, 12:00:00, or 24:00:00 hours. The recording interval is 
directly related to time of day, as selected in the Time menu. For 
example, a 15 minute interval will record on the hour and every 15 
minutes thereafter. 
 
4.4.10  >DataView: MAXIMUM 
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The Data View functions allow viewing of data recorded in primary 
memory. Primary memory is either the internal memory or the Data 
Card, when it is installed. The user may view the average, minimum 
and maximum readings (MIN/MAX), the maximum (MAXIMUM), the 
minimum (MINIMUM) or the average (AVERAGE) of the readings for 
the day. Use the Edit mode to select MIN/MAX, MINIMUM, MAXI-
MUM or AVERAGE. Press  to enter the next menu level. 
 

MENU NAME ACTION 
>DataView: MIN/MAX: View the Average, Minimum and 

Maximum readings for each day 
>DataView: MAXIMUM: View the Maximum recorded reading and 

Time of occurrence for each day 
>DataView: MINIMUM: View the Minimum recorded reading and 

Time of occurrence for each day 
>DataView: AVERAGE: View the Average of all recorded readings 

for each day 
 

Table 4.2 Keypad >Data View Menus 
 

a. The behavior for MAXIMUM, MINIMUM and AVERAGE menus is 
similar and is described below; push  to enter the menu: 
 >DataView: 01235.97    (Shows current reading and time of last  
 02/17/95      11:15:00     recording; push ) 
 
 >View MAX: 01237.65    (After a search, displays the maximum 
 02/17/95       09:45:00     value, the date and time of occurrence) 
 
If  or  is pushed, the display reverts back to "Data View" and 
shows the reading, date and time of recording for readings immedi-
ately before or after the time of the Maximum value. This process may 
be continued by momentarily pressing or holding down either of these 
keys. If  is pressed, the display moves back to the maximum of the 
previous day. Each press moves back one more day. This process 
applies to MINIMUM and AVERAGE menus, with the display showing: 
"View: MIN" or "View: AVG". The time shown for the 
Average values will be midnight: 00:00:00, since there is no one time 
of occurrence for a daily average value. 
 
b. The behavior of MIN/MAX is different, and is described below: 
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 >View M/M:  00165.89 
 000002.51    00257.32 
This is the display for MIN/MAX, with the average value on the first 
line, and the minimum and maximum values on the second line. Press 

 to obtain MIN/MAX for that day. Press  to view the date which 
corresponds to these values. 
     >View M/M:  00165.89 
     05/27/95        00:00:00  
Press  to read the MIN/MAX values for the previous day; each 
press of  will move back one day. Press  to display the MIN/MAX 
values again. To determine when the Minimum or Maximum occurs, 
use their respective Data View menus. 
 
NOTE: To scan quickly through readings in data view, push and hold 
either  or . To jump forward or back one header, press  and  
(or  and ) simultaneously. 
 
4.4.11  >Channel Setup 
    Log ALL 
 
This menu selects many channel operating parameters and options. 
The second line shows what data the channel will record, as defined 
by the "Log Usage" parameter. Press  to continue to the next menu 
level.   
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MENU NAME Digital Analog SDI-12 Flow Pulse 

Log Usage: x x x x x 
Scale: x x x x x 
Warmup:  x    
4 mA Rd:  x    
20 mA Rd:  x    
Input Type: x     
Pulse Weight: x    x 
Pulse Mode     x 
Pulse Test     x 
Pulley Size: x     
Encoder: x     
Sensor 
Address: 

  x   

Sensor 
Parameter: 

  x   

Flow Scale:    x  
Log Data:    x  
Sample Intv:    x  
Report Intv:    x  
Reset Ctotal:    x  
>Timestamp 
Mark: 

x x x x x 

 
Table 4.3 Keypad >Channel Setup Menus by Input Type 

 
a. >Log Usage: ALL 
This menu determines how data is recorded in memory with reference 
to a selected threshold value. Edit the selection to be ALL, NONE, 
ABOVE or BELOW. Press  and observe the display: 
 >Log Usage: ALL 
 Threshold: 00000.00 
Edit, character by character, to select the desired threshold value. 
Example: If ABOVE was selected and the threshold is set to 127.00, 
the logger will record all data at or above that value. 
 
b.  Scale: 0.00 
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Edit the selection for either 0.000, 0.00 or 0.0 scale. “0.0” records with 
a resolution of .1 from 0 to 4999.9; "0.00" with a resolution of 0.01 
from 0 to 499.99; "0.000" with a resolution of 0.001 and a range of 0 to 
49.999. 
 
c.  Warmup: 00:00:00 (Analog Input Only) 
Edit in the time to apply power to the sensor before taking a reading.  
This is entered in hours, minutes and seconds.  The power will be 
applied to the sensor at the preset time before the programmed time 
of recording.  Setting a warm-up time longer than the recording 
interval will cause the sensor to be powered continuously. 
 
d.  4 mA Rd: 000.00  (Analog Input Only) 
Edit in the range of -299.99 to 299.99 for Scale: 0.00, -29.999  to 
29.999  for Scale: 0.000, or -2999.9 to 2999.9 for Scale 0.0.  This 
sets the reading to correspond to a signal of 4 mA from the sensor. 
 
e.  20 mA Rd: 100.00 (Analog Input Only) 
Edit in the range of -299.99 to 299.99 for Scale: 0.00, -29.999 to 
29.999  for Scale: 0.000, or -2999.9 to 2999.9 for Scale 0.0.  This 
sets the reading to correspond to a signal of 20 mA from the sensor. 
 
f.  Input Type: ENCODER (Digital Input Only) 
Edit the selection for either ENCODER or PULSE type of input. The 
Encoder is a Type A/F or Type PG III; Pulse is Tipping Bucket Gage. 
 
g.  Pulse Weight: 0.01 in (Digital, Pulse Input) 
This menu appears only if Input Type: PULSE was selected. Edit in 
the range of 0.01 to 1.99 inches for Scale: ENGLISH or 0.01 to 1.99 
mm for Scale: METRIC. Common tipping bucket sizes are 0.01, 0.02 
and 0.05 inches or 0.20, 0.25 and 1.00 mm. 
 
h.   Pulse Mode:   (Pulse Input Only) 
Set TOTAL for recording of cumulative total of pulses that have 
occurred.  Set DELTA to record only the number of pulses that have 
occurred since the last recording interval.  The display always displays 
the cumulative total in the "Reading" display screen. 
 
i.    Pulse Test:   (Pulse Input Only) 
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This is a 3 digit counter display that will increment with each pulse 
input received.  It will not affect the recorded data or the current value 
displayed in the Reading menu item.  The user can test the input 
device while this menu item is displayed. 
 
j.  Pulley Size: 12.00 in (Digital Input Only) 
This menu appears only if Input Type: ENCODER was selected. Edit 
pulley circumference in the range of 00.00 to 69.99 inches for 
Scale:ENGLISH or 0000 to 2999 mm for Scale: METRIC. Common 
sizes are 12, 18 and 36 inches or 300, 375 and 750 mm. 
 
k.  Encoder: A/F (Digital Input Only) 
This menu appears only if Input: ENCODER was selected. Edit the 
selection for the Stevens Type A/F or PG III as the input device. 
 
l.  Sensor Address:  0 (SDI-12 Input Only) 
Edit the selection for the appropriate address of the selected SDI-12 
Sensor.  This should be a single digit, 0 through 9. 
 
m.  Parameter Number: 1 (SDI-12 Input Only) 
Edit the selection for the appropriate parameter number of the 
selected SDI-12 Sensor.  This should be a single digit, 1 through 9. 
 
n.   Flow Scale: CFS    (Flowmeter Only) 
This item sets the desired flow scale to be displayed on the unit, as 
well as to be recorded as flow rate.  The user can select units per 
second, units per minute, or units per day. Basic units (gallons, cubic 
feet, liters, etc.) are predefined in the unit and cannot be changed by 
the end user.  
 
o.   Log data: FLOW RATE    (Flowmeter Only) 
The user can select to log either flow rate or head (gage height). 
Press the up or down arrow key to activate selection, or press MENU 
key to proceed. 
 
p.   Sample Intv  00:01:00   (Flowmeter Only) 
Select the interval at which the sensor reading is to be sampled and 
the totalizer counts updated.  Available sample rates are from 1 
second to 15 minutes.  Select a faster rate if you have widely varying 
flow rates and want the most accurate totalization.  Select a slower 
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rate for steady flows, or to conserve battery power.  Sample rates 
faster than 1 minute will normally require an AC power source.  
 
q.  Report Intv:  2 HR    (Flowmeter Only) 
Set the desired report interval.  This will set the interval at which the 
AxSys will store a report record in memory.  Selectable intervals are 
from 1 to 8 hours, or NONE.  A report is automatically written to 
memory at midnight, regardless of the report interval setting. Press 
the up or down arrow key to  activate selection, or press MENU key to 
proceed. 
 
r.   Reset Ctotal:   (Flowmeter Only) 
This will reset the cumulative totalizer 
 
s.   >Timestamp Mark 
Press  to put a timestamp into log memory or both if a Data Card is 
plugged in. This may be used to record the time of a visit to the 
AxSys. This is the end of the >Channel Setup menu description. 
 
 
4.4.12  >System Setup 
          LOWPWR  88%  0899 days 
 
This menu allows selection of many system operating parameters. 
The second line shows logging status (LOWPWR) which is selected 
in OpMode, percent of memory remaining (88%) and how many days 
(0899) or hours of data recording remain for the selected Time 
Interval. Press  to advance to the next menu level. 
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MENU NAME ACTION 
Password: Enter password to access Command Mode 
OpMode: Select LOW POWER, CONTINUOUS 

DISPLAY or NO LOGGING (see notes) 
FlowChan: Flowmeter version only: Select channel for 

head input used to calculate flowrate 
Baud: Select data (Baud) rate for Serial Port 
Auto-Telemetry: Select special Serial Port telemetry mode 
Storage: Select CIRCULATE or UNTIL FULL storage 

mode for internal MPU log memory 
>Card Use: Select whether to use Data Card for primary 

MPU memory (LOG MEM) or for copying 
from several MPUs (COPY ONLY) 

>Erase data 
memory 

Select whether to erase primary memory, 
either log memory or Card, if plugged in 

Remain View amount of remaining data memory 
System ID Edit System ID (20 characters maximum) 
 

Table 4.4  Keypad >System Setup Menus 
 

NOTES: The logging status, selected in OpMode, will be one of the 
following: 
• LOWPWR: The system is actively logging in LOW POWER 
operating mode. 
• DISPLY:  The system is actively logging In CONTINUOUS DISPLAY 
operating mode, the MPU does not go into sleep mode.. 
• NO LOG:  The system is not actively logging for one of the following 
reasons: 
 1. System OpMode is set to "NO LOGGING" 
 2. System voltage is below 10 volts. 
 3. Primary logging memory is full. If a Data Card is inserted, it is  
   the primary memory; otherwise, it is the internal log memory. 
 4. The "Log Usage" for all channels is set to "NONE". 
 
NO LOG will flash when displayed on the the LCD display. If the user 
initiates sleep mode (by pressing +  keys), the MPU will display: 
*NO ACTIVE LOGGING** for 2 seconds before entering sleep mode. 
 
a.  Password: 000 
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Select Edit mode and enter the three digit password, if required, to 
gain access to the Command Mode. If the password is correct, the 
message **SYSTEM UNLOCKED*** is momentarily displayed. If no 
password or the incorrect one is entered, the message ***ENTER 
PASSWORD*** appears; return to password menu and make the 
correct entry. Only Data View commands are available without the 
password. The default password of 000 allows access to all MPU 
commands. The password can only be changed through the Serial 
Port with the CP Command. CAUTION! Record the password in a 
safe place, to permit future access to Command Mode! 
 
b.  OpMode: LOW POWER 
Select Edit mode and select "LOW POWER", "CONT DISPLAY" 
(continuous display, with no "sleep" mode) or "NO LOGGING". 
 
c.   FlowChan:  1 SDI-12    (Flowmeter Only) 
This allows the user to select which channel will be used for flow 
calculation and  totalization.  On single input units, the only choices 
are the one input, or NONE.  A choice of  NONE will turn off all 
flowmeter operations, and cause the unit to appear as a standard 
AxSys MPU unit.  
 
d.  Baud: 9600 
Select Edit mode and select baud (communications data rate). 
Selections are 300, 1200, 2400, 4800 or 9600 bits per second. 
 
e. Auto Telemetry: OFF 
See Appendix Section 7.5 for a description of various telemetry 
options. 
 
f.  Storage: CIRCULATE 
Select Edit mode and select "CIRCULATE" or "UNTIL FULL". This 
applies only when recording in internal MPU log memory. "Circulate" 
causes data to fill internal memory and then begin recording new data 
over the oldest data. "Until Full" halts recording when internal memory 
is full. If the Data Card is inserted, it becomes the primary memory 
and only operates in the "Until Full" mode. New data is never written 
over old data in the Data Card. 
 
g.  >Card Use: COPY ONLY 
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Select Edit mode and select whether to use the Data Card as primary 
MPU log memory (LOG MEM) or to retrieve data from multiple MPUs 
(COPY ONLY). In the COPY ONLY mode, several MPUs can be set 
to record in internal log memory. A single Data Card can then be used 
to retrieve data from these MPUs and then processed through a 
Stevens Card Reader at a central site. Press  to obtain a display 
on the second line: 
 >Card Use: COPY ONLY 
 Card Copy: NEW DATA  
Edit the second line to select whether only NEW DATA or ALL DATA 
from internal log memory will be copied to the Data Card.  
 
If COPY ONLY is selected and a Data Card is plugged in, logging is 
suspended and the following message is displayed: 
 Copying to card... 
    
The LED goes on and the second line displays fill blocks that show 
progress of the copying process. When complete, the LED goes off 
and, if NEW DATA was selected, the following message is displayed: 
 Set NEW DATA mark? 
followed by alternating messages on the second line: 
 Press > to accept    -or- 
 Press MENU to reject 
 
Setting a NEW DATA mark means that future copies to the Card will 
only include data recorded after that time; otherwise future copies will 
include the data just copied, plus any new data.   After the selection, 
the following message is displayed: 
 Copy successful 
 **REMOVE DATA CARD** 
The Card must be removed at this time. When the Card is removed, 
logging resumes and the display advances to the next menu. 
 
 
 
 
 
h.  >Erase data memory 
This menu erases log memory in the MPU or the Data Card memory, 
if a Card is plugged in. The first line of the display is as follows: 
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 Erase log memory?  (if no Card is plugged in), or 
 Erase data card?  (if a Data Card is plugged in). 
The second line will alternate between two messages: 
 Press > to accept   -or- 
 Press MENU to reject 
If  is pressed and no Data Card is plugged in, internal memory is 
erased and the MPU advances to the next menu. If  is pressed and 
a Data Card is plugged in, the front panel LED lights and the following 
message is displayed: 
 Erasing Datacard... 
This message is displayed and no logging takes place during the 
erase process for up to 30 seconds. When complete, the LED is 
switched off and the MPU advances to the next menu item.  
 
CAUTION!: Do not remove the Data Card when the LED is lighted, to 
avoid scrambling data on the card. 
 
i.  Remain 97% 0995 days 
 Channel: DIGITAL 
This menu shows percent of remaining primary memory, days of 
recording remaining and input signal type, for information only. 
 
j.  System ID: 
 STEVENS AXSYS MPU 
Select Edit mode and edit the second line, character by character, 
with the keypad. NOTE: Any upper-case alphabetic character, 
numeral from 0 to 9 or many punctuation characters may be used. 
Maximum message length is 20 characters. 
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4.4.13 >Alarm1 Setup (Optional) 
 
Two alarm/condition switch outputs are available as a hardware 
option. These switches consist of two low-current, photo-isolated NPN 
transistors connected to the AxSys power source common line. The 
outputs have a low current capability and should be used to switch 
external solid-state power relays, suitable for the application.  
 
To access the alarm function, connect a computer to the Serial Port. 
Establish communications, and type: AL<Enter>. This enables the 
keypad and Serial Port menus that control the alarms. Set the alarms 
and issue the AL<Enter> Command again to disable that portion of 
the menu. This retains the settings and protects them from being 
disturbed by a user who is monitoring basic instrument function.  
 
The action of the alarm switches depends on how they are set with 
the keypad or through the Serial Port.  These commands appears 
after >System Setup. Press  to advance to the next menu level. 
 
a. Alm1 ChUsage: NONE 
This menu enables or defines alarm operation, relative to the alarm 
level, for the selected channel. Edit the alarm condition as NONE, 
ABOVE or BELOW.  
 
b. Alm1 ChSet: 00000.00 
Edit with the keypad to enter the threshold level at which the alarm is 
to occur. The range is -0499.99 to 19999.99 for 000.00 or -049.999 to 
1999.999 for 00.000 scale. 
 
c. Alm1 ChClr: 00.00 
Edit the offset from the alarm level, where the alarm is to turn off 
again. The range is 00.00 to 99.99 for 000.00 or 0.000 to 9.999 for 
00.000 scale. This is an offset from the level selected with the Alm1 
ChSet Command.  
 
d. Alarm1 Enable: OFF 
This enables/disables the alarm at the system level. Edit with the 
keypad to select whether the Alarm 1 output is ON or OFF.  
e. Alarm1 Output: PULSE 
Edit with the keypad to select whether the Alarm 1 output is to be a 
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PULSE or a continuous output LEVEL during the alarm condition. 
PULSE output period is a minimum of 250 milliseconds.  
 
f. Alarm1 Header: NO 
 Edit with the keypad to select YES or NO to writing a timestamped 
alarm header to data memory, if an alarm is activated.  
 
g. >Alarm1 Toggle: ON 
This may be used to test an alarm output and any connected system. 
Press  to switch the alarm to the opposite state or press MENU to 
accept the existing state and advance to the next menu. The MPU 
flashes ****ALARM OFF**** (or ****ALARM ON****) to indicate the 
new alarm state, depending on the previous state. This message 
disappears shortly, and displays: >Alarm1 Toggle: OFF (or ON). 
 
4.4.14 >Alarm2 Setup (Optional) 
Same as >Alarm1 Setup except all references are to Alarm 2. 
 
 
4.4.15 >Analog Output Setup (Optional) 
 
The AxSys analog output option consists of a single, 4-20 mA output 
signal, either isolated or non-isolated.  This output signal can be set to 
follow any of the AxSys input signals over any select range.  Only 
linear relationships between input and output signals are allowed. 
 
The MPU analog output program provides great flexibility in selecting 
the desired operation.  Some of the features are as follows:  
 • Independent time interval for analog update 
 • Simple settings of minimum (4 mA) and maximum (20 mA)  

• Reverse scaling by simply setting 4 mA point higher than 20 mA 
      point 
 • Simple selection of which channel for output to follow 
 
When the MPU is received with the Analog Output Option, special 
commands are made available through the keypad menus and in the 
Serial Port command menus. If for some reason these are not 
available, they can be activated by connecting a computer to the 
Serial Port and establishing communications. Enter the password 
mode and type: AE<Enter>.  
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AE 
"Access to Analog Output functions: ENABLED" 
 
This action makes the analog output commands available in the MPU 
keypad menus and adds a group of analog output Setup Commands 
to the Serial Port command set. The AE Command is not  listed in the 
Help menu. These setup commands appear after >System Setup in 
the main menu. Press  to advance to the next menu level. 
 
a. ALG Channel: DIGITAL 
This menu defines which channel will be used as the reference for the 
analog output.  On single channel units, there is only one choice.  On 
multiple channel units, Edit   the field to select the desired channel.  
 
b. ALG Intv: 00:15:00 
Edit with the keypad to enter desired update interval for the analog 
output.  Allowable selections are the same as standard recording 
intervals. 
 
c. ALG Min: 00000.00 
Edit the reading to set the desired value for when the output should be 
minimum  4 mA.  This can be any value within the allowable range for 
the selected input channel. 
 
d. ALG Max: 00100.00 
Edit the reading to set the desired value for when the output should be 
maximum 20 mA.  This can be any value within the allowable range 
for the selected input channel. 
 
Note: The minimum setting can be higher than the maximum setting.  
This will result in an inverse output proportional to the channel input 
readings. 
 
 
 
4.4.16 >SATLCOMM Setup (Optional) 
 
The AxSys MPU can have an optional configuration which allows for 
remote satellite communication via the ORBCOMM Satellite network.  
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Under this operating mode,  an MPU can be programmed to report 
data from select channels at a periodic interval over the satellite 
network.  Data is delivered to the end user via e-mail, or other means 
specified at time of purchase. These command appear after >System 
Setup. Press  to advance to the next menu level.  These settings 
pertain ONLY to use with a certified ORBCOMM satellite 
communications device (SC). 
 
a. TX Intv: 06:00:00 
This menu defines how often the AxSys will attempt to send data 
through the attached ORBCOMM communicator (SC).  At this interval 
timeout, the AxSys will wake the SC, transfer data, and hold the SC 
awake for the amount of time set below (RX Wait) in an attempt to 
send data.  If transmission is unsuccessful, data is held in queue for 
the next transmit interval. 
 
 
b. RX Wait:  00:10:00 
This sets the amount of time the AxSys will hold the SC active in an 
attempt to send data through the satellite system.  If transmission is 
not successful, data will be held in queue until the next transmit 
interval. 
 
c. Alarm TX: No 
This menu item sets random transmission capability based on an 
alarm condition.  Alarms are set as per the alarm menu described 
earlier.  If an alarm occurs during a recording time interval timeout, a 
random transmission will be generated for the alarming channel.  
Alarm transmissions will repeat each recording interval timeout while 
the alarm condition persists. 
 
d. Comm Wake: Level 
This sets whether the wake-up to the SC is a pulse or a continuous 
level.  Current configurations all respond off of Level only settings for 
this menu item 
 
Note:  In addition, the following settings need to be verified: 
 
 
 i. BAUD rate should be 9600, 8-N-1 
 ii. AUTO-TELEMETRY setting should be set to ORB 
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 iii. Any channel which is to be transmitted over the satellite  
must have a channel ID that ends in "+" 
 

To attempt standard serial communications with the AxSys using a 
laptop computer, be sure to disable the Auto-telemetry mode (set to 
"OFF"), and disconnect power from the ORBCOMM Communicator.  
To re-enable satellite transmission, set Auto-telemetry to ORB and 
reconnect power to the communicator. 
 
For further information on this and other auto-telemetry modes, see 
Appendix Section 7.5.4. 
 
4.5 SERIAL PORT INTERFACE 
 
The AxSys MPU features a Serial Port for direct connection to a 
computer, a modem or other serial communications device. A port-
able computer may be temporarily connected in the field to the DB-9F 
front panel connector, to retrieve data or set logging parameters. A 
telephone or radio modem may be connected to the MPU through a 
clamped cable and connector, and used with a remote computer to 
retrieve data or to set logging parameters. 
 
4.5.1 Connecting to a computer - For computers with a 9 position 
serial connector, connect a straight-through 9-pin serial cable from the 
computer to the MPU 9-pin front panel connector. For computers with 
a 25-position serial connector, connect the computer to the cable with 
a 25 to 9 pin Port Adapter. 
 
4.5.2 Connecting to a modem - When supplied with a modem, the 
MPU normally has a cable already attached; plug the cable into the 
modem. The Stevens Environmental Modem 2400 connects to the 
dial-up telephone system and supports baud rates up to 2400 bits per 
second. The Direct Link Modem 202 connects to 4-wire private or 
leased lines and supports 0 - 1200 baud. Both modems feature very 
low quiescent power and operate in severe environments. 
 
4.5.3 Operating with the computer - When communicating with the 
MPU, the computer requires a terminal emulation program, such as 
Microsoft Windows Terminal, Stevens MODTERM or Stevens 
AXREAD. This permits direct, 2-way communication between the 
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AxSys MPU and a com-puter, or indirect communication via modems 
and a telephone or radio system. 
 
Enter the program and set the communications parameters to equal 
the MPU data (baud) rate plus 7 data bits, 1 stop bit and even parity. 
Select the "communications" or "terminal" option in the program to talk 
to the MPU. For telephone systems, select the option that allows 
communications through a modem. In the terminal mode, the user 
can open and name a file to accept and save data from the MPU. 
Once the data is in a file, it may be edited, tabulated or plotted as a 
graph with various available applications programs. 
 
4.5.4 Serial Commands - When connected to a computer in a termi-
nal emulation program, the MPU enters the active communications 
mode and responds to the computer commands. When connected 
through modems to a remote computer, the MPU responds to the 
computer commands until the user terminates communications. 
 
To communicate with the MPU, enter the commands on the computer 
keyboard. Type in the characters of the command one at a time, 
upper or lower case, and press "Enter" or "Return" (shown as <Enter> 
in the following text). Type in HE<Enter> to select the Help command. 
The computer screen displays page 1 of the Command Summary; 
press <Enter> to see page 2 (see Figure 4.1). This screen displays 
the full AxSys command set, available through the Serial Port. See 
Section 5  Serial Port Interface, for cable connections plus a detailed 
list of the commands and their effect on MPU operation. 
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"******************************Command Summary******************************* " 
"  " 
" Data View Commands " 
" CR  Current Reading     DD  Data Dump             DV  Data View " 
" PD  Prev Day                PR   Prev Reading         ND  Next Day " 
" NR  Next Reading         RD   Resume Dump       SD  Start Date " 
"  " 
" System Setup Commands          " 
" BR   Baud                    CC  Card Copy               CH  Channel " 
" CU  Card Use               DA   Date                       MD OpMode " 
" SI   System ID              SO  Storage                   TE  Auto Telemetry " 
" TI  Time " 
"  " 
" Channel Setup Commands " 
" ID Chan ID                  LT Threshold                   LU  Log Usage " 
" MN  Minimum              RE  Reading                   SA Sensor Address " 
" SC  Scale                    SP Sensor Parameter     TN  Interval " 
" ID  Chan ID                 L2 20 mA Rd.                  L4 4 mA Rd. “ 
“      OF Offset                    SW  Warmup “ 
"  " 
"      Alarm Setup Commands                                                      " 
"      A1  Alarm1 Setup        A2  Alarm2 Setup           C1  Alm1 ChClr          " 
"      C2  Alm2 ChClr           E1  Alarm1 Enable          E2  Alarm2 Enable      " 
"      H1  Alarm1 Header     H2  Alarm2 Header         O1  Alarm1 Output       " 
"      O2  Alarm2 Output      S1  Alm1 ChSet              S2  Alm2 ChSet          " 
"      T1  Alarm1 Toggle      T2  Alarm2 Toggle          U1  Alm1 ChUsage        " 
"      U2  Alm2 ChUsage                                                                                    " 
"                                                                            " 
"   Analog Output Setup Commands                                              " 
"   AC  ALG Chan             AI  ALG Intv                    AN  ALG Min             " 
"  AX  ALG Max                                                               " 
"                                                                            " 
"   Pulse Event Setup Commands                                                " 
"   PC  Pulse Scale           PM  Pulse Mode             PS  Pulse Weight        " 
"                                                                            " 
"   Satellite Comm Setup Commands                                             " 
"   SK  Comm Wake          SR  Rx Wait                   ST  Tx Intv             " 
"   SX  Alarm Tx                                                              " 
"                                                                            " 
"      Flow Channel Setup Commands                                               " 
"      FC  FlowChan                 FS  Flow Scale            HD  Head                " 
"      LG  Log Data                  RC  Reset CTotal         RI  Report Intv         " 
"      RT  Report Totalizers     SM  Sample Intv                                  " 
"                                                                            " 
" System Commands " 
" BV  System Power       CP  Change Password   CS  Channel Setup " 
" DR  Days Remaining    EC  Serial Echo              ER  Erase Log Memory " 
" HE  Help                       LN  Log Note                  PW Enter Password " 
" RS  Reset Instrument   SS  System Setup          TM Transparent Mode " 
"  " 
"************************************************************************************ " 
 

Figure 4.1  Help Command Summary 
 
Note:  Not all commands are available for all configurations.  Type HE 
<Enter> to view commands available for your unit. 
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CAUTION!: Only the Data View commands are available without the 
correct password (if other than 000). Use the PW command and enter 
the current password in order to have access to Channel Setup, 
System Setup and System Commands. Be sure to record the current 
password in a safe place! 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Serial Port Interface permits connecting the MPU to a computer, 
a modem or other serial communications device. Commands may be 
entered and data may be retrieved through the Serial Port, as 
previously described in Section 4.5. In the following discussion, 
Section 5.2 describes the physical connections to the Serial Port, 
while Section 5.3 provides a detailed description of the serial 
commands. 
 
5.2 CONNECTIONS 
 
The connections and signal definitions for the DB-9F front panel Serial 
Port connector is described in Table 5.1 Serial Port Connections, 
below. 
 
CONNECTOR 
PIN NUMBER  

SIGNAL 
NAME 

SIGNAL 
DESCRIPTION 

VOLTAGE  
LEVELS 

1 DCD Data Carrier 
Detect (Output) 

±5 VDC  
nominal 

2 TXD Transmitted 
Data (Output) 

Same as DCD 

3 RXD Received Data 
(Input) 

Active: ≥2.5 VDC 
inactive: ≤1.4 VDC  

4 DTR Data Terminal 
Ready (Input) 

Same as RXD 

5 GND Common Common 
6 DSR Data Set Ready 

(Output) 
Same as DCD 

7  RTS Request to 
Send (Input) 

Connected to CTS 

8 CTS  Clear to Send 
(Output) 

Connected to RTS 

9 N.C. N.C. N.C. 
 

Table 5.1  Serial Port Connections 
 
To connect the AxSys MPU front panel connector to an IBM-com-
patible computer which has a 9 position serial connector, use a 
straight-through cable equipped with the appropriate DB-9 connec-
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tors. To connect to an IBM-compatible computer with a 25-position 
serial connector, use a Port Adapter between the cable and the 25-
position connector. This adapter is available in most computer stores. 
 
When the AxSys is ordered for use with a Stevens Environmental 
Modem, it is provided with the connecting cable and DB-25M con-
nector attached to the enclosure. For connector pinout, see Table 7.4 
in Section 7.3 Appendices. Plug the 25 pin connector into the modem 
data connector. Connect all signal and power cables, and test the 
system; see the Modem instructions. 
 
5.3 SERIAL COMMAND FORMATS 
 
See Section 4.5 for information on using the serial commands. The 
command set has a password provision, so that non-authorized users 
can view recorded data, but cannot change recording parameters. 
The AxSys password is set to 000 when shipped, and all commands 
are available to the user until a different password is issued with the 
CP Command through the Serial Port. 
CAUTION!: Only the Data View commands are available without the 
correct password (if other than 000). Use the PW command and enter 
the current password in order to access Channel Setup, System 
Setup and System Commands. Be sure to record the current 
password in a safe place! 
 
The command set is conveniently divided into four major groups. In 
the following discussion, Section 5.3.1 describes the Data View Com-
mands, Section 5.3.2 the System Setup Commands, Section 5.3.3 the 
Channel Setup Commands and Section 5.3.4 the System Commands. 
 
5.3.1 Data View Commands  
 
These commands provide various means of viewing all or a selected 
portion of historical data through the Serial Port. See Table 5.2 Data 
View Serial Command Summary, below. 
 
 
 
 
COMMAND DESCRIPTION RESPONSE 
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CR  Current Reading Send current reading. 
DD Data Dump Send all recorded data. 
DV Data View Select view mode: MAXIMUM, 

MINIMUM, AVERAGE or 
MIN/MAX; view selected mode. 

PD Previous Day View previous midnight reading. 
PR Previous Reading View previous reading. 
ND Next Day View next midnight reading. 
NR Next Reading View next reading. 
RD Resume Dump Resume data dump from current 

Data View location in memory. 
SD Start Date Select start date from which to 

begin viewing data. 
 

Table 5.2  Data View Serial Command Summary 
 
NOTE: Data View commands access primary memory only. See 
Section 4.3 for a description of primary memory. 
 
a. CR (Current Reading) Command -This command displays current 
reading and the last reading written to the Data Card, along with the 
time and date of that reading. Type: CR<Enter>. NOTE: <Enter> 
repeats the last command for any command. 
 
CR 
00123.45 
00122.69   13:12:30  03/08/95  
 
Note: A special implementation of this command, CR,A<Enter> will 
return the current reading for all active channels. 
 
b. DD (Data Dump) Command - This command provides a complete 
dump of data (oldest to newest) stored in primary memory, either from 
the Data Card, or the MPU memory if there is no Card. Type: 
DD<Enter>. The data retrieved will be for the appropriate channel as 
selected with the “CH “ command.  See Figure 5.1 Data Dump 
Format. 
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DD 
"ID 000001   DATE 02/27/95   TIME 16:07:03   INTERVAL 01:00:00" (1) 
"STEVENS AXSYS MPU"  (2) 
 
00123.45  00123.57  00123.12  00122.97  00123.22  00122.79 (3) 
00122.79  00122.79  00122.65  00122.60  00122.47  00122.33 
00121.93  00121.77  00121.53  00120.97  00120.66  00120.32 
00120.17  00120.65  00121.17  00121.95  00122.67  00123.45 
 
"ID 000001   DATE 02/28/95   TIME 00:00:00   INTERVAL 01:00:00" (4) 
 
00124.07  00124.58  00125.33  00125.97  00126.32  00126.51 
^ (5) 
 
NOTES: 
1. The sample record is for a 1 hour Interval (24 readings per day).  
    Data will always appear in 6 columns, but the number of rows will differ,  
     depending on the selected Time Interval. 
2. The System ID only appears once in the header (see Section 7.7). 
3. The example shown above is for 000.00 scale.  
4. This is the midnight header at time 00:00:00 for the data that follows. 
5. The "^" (ASCII 94, Hex 5E) appears at the end of recorded data. 
 
 

Figure 5.1  Data Dump Format 
 
 
c. DV (Data View) Command - This command allows the user to 
select the Data-View mode, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM, AVERAGE or 
MIN/MAX. After the selection is made, the MPU searches memory 
and displays the selected value, time and date of occurrence. Type: 
DV<Enter>. 
 
DV 
"Select DataView:" 
"1    MAXIMUM" 
"2    MINIMUM" 
"3    AVERAGE" 
"4    MIN/MAX" 
 
"Current DataView: MAXIMUM" 
"Enter new selection:"4    (User typed: 4<Enter>) 
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"New DataView: MIN/MAX" 
 
"Searching for MIN/MAX...03/20/95  00197.08  00000.00  00499.72" 
 
The MPU displays the message "Searching for MIN/MAX...  while 
searching for those values in data memory. Shortly, it displays the 
date and the AVERAGE, MINIMUM and MAXIMUM values for that 
date. Each time <Enter> is pressed, the MPU displays the same 
values for the next previous day. 
 
The format for MAXIMUM or MINIMUM readings is different from the 
MIN/MAX format shown above. MAXIMUM format is shown below: 
 
DV 
"Select DataView:" 
"1 ... MAXIMUM" 
"2 ... MINIMUM" 
"3 ... AVERAGE" 
"4 ... MIN/MAX" 
 
"Current DataView: AVERAGE" 
"Enter new selection:"1   (User typed:  1<Enter>) 
"New DataView: MAXIMUM" 
 
"Searching for MAXIMUM ... 00499.72  00:08:50  03/20/95" 
 
The MPU displays the message "Searching for MAXIMUM ... while 
searching for that value. Shortly, it displays the value and the recor-
ded time and date of its occurrence. Each time <Enter> is pressed, 
the MPU displays the MAXIMUM value for the next previous day. The 
same format is used for the MINIMUM value. The format for 
AVERAGE is shown below: 
 
DV 
"Select DataView:" 
"1 ... MAXIMUM" 
"2 ... MINIMUM" 
"3 ... AVERAGE" 
"4 ... MIN/MAX" 
"Current DataView: MAXIMUM" 
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"Enter new selection:"3  (User typed:  3<Enter>) 
"New DataView: AVERAGE" 
 
"Searching for AVERAGE ... 00197.08  00:00:00  03/20/95" 
 
The MPU displays the message "Searching for AVERAGE... while 
calculating the value. Shortly, it displays the value, the midnight time 
and the date for that AVERAGE. Each time <Enter> is pressed, the 
MPU displays the AVERAGE for the next previous day. 
 
 
d. PD (Previous Day) Command - This command moves the data 
view location back to the previous header in memory, typically on the 
previous day. This is a convenient means of moving back rapidly 
through memory. Type PD<Enter>. 
 
PD 
 
000123.45  22:12:00   03/07/95 
 
The header data value, time and date are displayed. A range of 
header values may be viewed by typing the command, followed by 
a comma and the desired number of headers to be displayed. For 
example: PD,5 <Enter> displays the last 5 headers in a column 
format. Station ID is displayed once for the first reading. 
 
PD,5<Enter> 
 
00432.10  00:00:00  06/15/95  000001 
00432.00  00:00:00  06/14/95 
00431.93  00:00:00  06/13/95 
00431.45  00:00:00  06/12/95 
00430.92  00:00:00  06/11/95 
 
A command of PD,0 will display all previous memory headers, in 
column format. The same rules and format apply to the ND (Next 
Day), PR (Previous Reading),  and NR (Next Reading) Commands. 
 
e. PR (Previous Reading) Command - This command displays the 
reading prior to the currently selected reading. Type: PR<Enter>. 
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PR 
 
000123.71  21:45:00   03/07/95 
 
The previous READING is displayed, in addition to time and date. 
 
f. ND (Next Day) Command - This command displays the next header 
in memory, providing a means of moving ahead rapidly in memory. 
Type: ND<Enter>. 
 
ND 
 
000121.47  17:45:00   03/08/95 
 
The header data value is displayed, in addition to time and date (see 
special formatting described for the PD Command). 
 
g. NR (Next Reading) Command - This command displays the next 
reading after the currently displayed reading.. Type: NR<Enter>. 
 
NR 
 
00123.55  18:00:00  03/08/95 
 
The next reading is displayed, in addition to time and date. 
 
h. RD (Resume Dump) Command - This command allows the user to 
resume a data dump from the current DataView location in memory. 
Type: RD<Enter>. The data dump will be displayed in the DD format. 
 
i. SD (Start Date) Command - This command allows the user to select 
a particular date to begin reviewing data in memory. Then other 
commands such as NR, PR, and RD may be used to view the desired 
amount of data. Type: SD<Enter>. 
 
 
SD 
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"Current Start Date: 03/07/95" 
"Date of first reading: 03/05/95" 
 
"Enter new Start Date:"   (The user typed: 03/10/95<Enter>.) 
"New Start Date: 03/10/95" 
 
5.3.2 System Setup Commands  
These commands provide various means for setting up system 
operating parameters. See Table 5.3 System Setup Serial Command 
Summary, below. 
 
COMMAND DESCRIPTION RESPONSE 

BR Baud Rate Select Baud Transmission Rate 
CC Card Copy Select whether to copy NEW DATA 

or ALL DATA 
CH CHannel Select Select channel 
CU Card Use Select whether to log MPU memory 

(LOG MEM) or to COPY ONLY 
DA DAte Set current Date, MM/DD/YY 
MD Operating 

MoDe 
Select LOW POWER, CONTINU-
OUS DISPLAY or NO LOGGING 

SI System ID Enter System Identification  
SO StOrage Mode Select CIRCULATE or UNTIL FULL 
TE Auto TElemetry Select special transmission output 

format, ON or OFF 
TI TIme Set current Time of Day, 

HH:MM:SS 
 

Table 5.3 System Setup Serial Command Summary 
 

a. BR  (Baud Rate) Command - This command allows the user to 
select the Baud (data communications) Rate for the MPU to 
communicate with a computer or modem. Type: BR<Enter>.  
 
 
 
 
BR 
"Select Baud:" 
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"1 ... 300" 
"2 ... 1200" 
"3 ... 2400" 
"4 ... 4800" 
"5 ... 9600" 
 
"Current Baud: 9600" 
"Enter new selection:"   (The user selected: 2<Enter>) 
"New Baud: 1200" 
 
NOTE: To continue communication, the serial communications device 
(computer, etc.) must be also be set to the new baud rate. 
 
b.CC (Card Copy) Command - This command allows selection of 
whether to copy ALL DATA or only NEW DATA to the Data Card. 
Type:CC<Enter>. 
 
CC 
"Select Card Copy:" 
"1...NEW DATA" 
"2...ALL DATA" 
 
"Current Card Copy: NEW DATA: 
"Enter new selection:"   (The user typed: <Enter>) 
"New Card Copy: NEW DATA" 
 
c. CH (Channel Select) Command - This command allows selection of 
the channel to be modified for multi-channel MPUs. The type of input 
(e.g.SDI-12) for that channel will also be displayed. Type: CH<Enter>. 
 
CH 
"Select Channel:" 
"1 ...1 SDI-12" 
“2 ...2 SDI-12 
“3 ...3 SDI-12 
“4 ...4 SDI-12 
"5 ...5 SDI-12" 
“6 ...6 SDI-12 
“7 ...7 SDI-12 
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“8 ...8 SDI-12 
 
 
"Current Channel:  1 SDI-12" 
"Enter new selection:"  The user typed:  2 <Enter> 
"New Channel: 2 SDI-12" 
 
d. CU (Card Usage Command) - This Command allows selection of 
whether to log to internal MPU memory (LOG MEM) or to use the 
Data Card to copy from several different MPUs (COPY ONLY).  
Type: CU<Enter>: 
 
CU 
"Select Card Use:" 
"1...LOG MEM" 
"2...COPY ONLY" 
 
"Current Card Use: COPY ONLY" 
"Enter new selection:"   (User typed: 1<Enter> 
"New card Use: LOG MEM" 
 
e. DA (Date) Command - This command allows the user to set the 
current Date, in the month/day/year format. Type: DA<Enter>. 
 
DA 
"Current Date: 02/28/95" 
"Enter new Date: "    (The user typed: 03/10/95<Enter>. 
"New Date: 03/10/95" 
 
f. MD (Operating Mode) Command - This command selects the 
desired MPU operating mode. Type:  MD<Enter>. 
 
MD 
"SelectOpMode:" 
"1 .... LOW POWER" 
"2 .... CONT DISPLAY" 
"3 .... NO LOGGING" 
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"Current OpMode: LOW POWER" 
"Enter new selection:"   (The user typed:  3<Enter>) 
"New OpMode: NO LOGGING" 
 
NOTE: See Section 4.4.9 for details on the operating modes. 
 
g. SI (System ID) Command - This command allows the user to enter 
a system identification string of up to 20 characters; alphabetic, 
numeric, punctuation or mixed. Type:  SI<Enter>. 
 
SI 
"Current System ID: STEVENS AXSYS MPU " 
"Enter new System ID: "  (The user typed: AXSYS<Enter>) 
"New System ID: AXSYS" 
 
h SO (Storage Mode) Command - This command allows the user to 
select the method of storage in internal data memory. "Circulate" 
writes new data over the oldest data stored in memory after memory 
is full; "Until Full" stops writing data in memory, when memory is full.  
Type: SO<Enter>. 
 
SO 
"Select Storage:" 
"1 .... CIRCULATE" 
"2 .... UNTIL FULL" 
 
"Current Storage: CIRCULATE" 
"Enter new selection: "    (The user typed:  2<Enter>) 
"New Storage: UNTIL FULL" 
 
NOTE: Data Card memory only accepts data "Until Full". 
 
i. TE (Auto Telemetry) Command - This command allows the user to 
select the special serial telemetry formats.  See Appendix Section 7.5    
for further information.  
 
j. TI (Time) Command - This command allows the user to set the 
current time of day, in 24 hour format (HH:MM:SS). Type:  TI<Enter>. 
 
TI 
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"Current Time: 08:09:37" 
"Enter new Time: "   (The user typed:  08:12:00<Enter>) 
"New Time: 08:12:00" 
 
Set MPU time slightly later than reference clock time; press <Enter> 
when the set time equals the reference time. 
 
5.3.3 Channel Setup Commands  
These commands provide for setting up individual channel operating 
parameters through the Serial Port. See Table 5.4 Channel Setup 
Serial Command Summary. 
 
COMMAND DESCRIPTION COMMAND RESPONSE 

ID Channel ID Enter Channel Identification Message 
LT Log Threshold Enter the Threshold Level for 

Recording 
LU Log Usage Select NONE, ABOVE, BELOW or ALL 
MN MiNimum Enter the Minimum Level Reference 
RE REading Return the Current Reading 
DE Encoder Type Select PG-III or A/F as the Encoder 
DI Input Type Select ENCODER or PULSE Input 
DP Pulley Size  Enter Encoder Pulley Circumference 
DW Pulse Weight Enter the Pulse Weight (Pulse Input 

only) 
L2 20mA Read  Enter 20 mA reading  
L4 4mA Read Enter 4 mA reading 
OF OFfset Enter the Offset Level Reference 
SW Warmup Select the sensor power warmup time 

   
SA Sensor Address Select the SDI-12 Sensor Address 
SP Sensor Parameter Select the SDI-12 Parameter Number 
SC Scale Select 0.0, 0.00 or 0.000 Recording 

Scale 
TN Time INterval Select Recording Time Interval 

 
Table 5.4  Channel Setup Serial Command Summary 

 
a. ID (Channel ID) Command - This command selects a 6-character 
Channel ID (identification) string. Each character may be alphabetic, 
numeric or one of many punctuation characters. Type: ID<Enter>ID 
"Current Chan ID: GS0001" 
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"Enter new Chan ID: "   (The user typed: GS0002<Enter>) 
"New Chan ID: GS0002" 
 
b. LT (Log Threshold) Command - This command selects the 
threshold value for the LU (Log Usage) Command. The range of 
values is the same as for the READING. Type: LT<Enter>. 
 
LT 
"Current Threshold: 00001.00" 
"Enter Threshold: "   (User typed: 00276.00<Enter>) 
"New Threshold: 00276.00" 
 
c. LU (Log Usage) Command - This command selects the type of 
MPU usage; whether to log "None", "Above" or "Below" the threshold 
selected by the LT Command or to log "All". Type: LU<Enter>. 
 
LU 
"Select Log Usage:" 
"1 .... NONE" 
"2 .... ABOVE" 
"3 .... BELOW" 
"4 .... ALL" 
 
"Current Log Usage: ALL" 
"Enter new selection: "   (The user typed: <Enter>) 
"New Log Usage: ALL " 
 
d. MN (Minimum) Command - This command selects the Minimum 
value for the Reading. The Reading may be set to any value from  
-499.99 to 19999.99 (000.00 scale) or -49.999 to 1999.999 (00.000) 
scale. The actual range of input change is 0 to 499.99 (000.00) or  
0 to 49.999 (00.000). Use the MN Command to select the lower value 
in the desired range. Type: MN<Enter>. 
 
MN 
"Current Minimum: 00000.00 " 
"Enter new Minimum: "   (User typed: -0499.99<Enter>) 
"New Minimum: -0499.99 " 
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Note: This entry will enable logging beteen -499.99 and 000.00 in 
000.00 scale units.  If the reading inadvertently goes outside the set 
range, the AxSys will automatically reset the minimum and write a 
new header to the data file. 
 
e. RE (Reading) Command - This command the current Reading from 
the MPU. Type: RE<Enter>. 
 
RE 
"Current Reading: 00001.19 " 
"Enter new Reading:  "   (The reading cannot be changed) 
"New Reading: 00001.19 " 
 
f. SC (Scale) Command - This command selects either 0.0 (xxxxx.x), 
0.00 (xxxxx.xx) or 0.000 (xxxx.xxx) MPU recording scale. Type: 
SC<Enter>. 
 
SC 
"Select Scale:" 
"1 .... 0.00" 
"2 .... 0.000" 
“3....  0.0” 
"Current Scale:  0.00"    
"Enter new Selection:" (The user typed: 2<Enter>) 
"New Scale: 0.000" 
 
f. DE (Encoder Type) Command - This command selects either the 
Stevens PG III or Type A/F Encoder, when "Encoder" is selected with 
the DI command. Type: DE<Enter>. 
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DE  (Digital Input Only) 
"Select Encoder: " 
"1 .... PG III" 
"2 .... A/F" 
"Current Encoder: A/F " 
"Enter new selection: "  (The user typed:  1<Enter>) 
"New Encoder: PG III" 
 
g. DI (Input Type) Command - This command selects the type of MPU 
input, either "Encoder" or "Pulse". Type DI<Enter>. 
 
DI  (Digital Input Only) 
"Select Input Type:" 
"1 .... ENCODER" 
"2 .... PULSE " 
 
"Current Input Type: ENCODER: 
"Enter new selection:"   (The user typed:  2<Enter>) 
"New Input Type: PULSE". 
 
h. DP (Pulley Size) Command - This command selects the pulley 
circumference, when "Encoder" has been selected with the DI 
Command. The range is 00.00 to 69.99 inches (English) or 0000 to 
2999 mm (metric). Type: DP<Enter>. 
 
DP  (Digital Input Only) 
"Current Pulley Size: 12.00in" 
"Enter new Pulley Size:"  (User typed: <Enter>. 
"New Pulley Size: 12.00in" 
 
i. DW (Pulse Weight) Command - This command selects the pulse 
weight when the pulse mode is selected with the DI Command. Range 
is 0.00 to 1.99 inches English or 0.00 to 1.99 mm metric. Type: 
DW<Enter>. 
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DW  (Digital Input Only) 
"Current Pulse Weight: 0.25mm" 
"Enter new Pulse Weight:"   (The user typed: 0.20<Enter>) 
"New Pulse Weight: 0.20mm" 
 
j. L2 (20 mA reading) Command - This command allows the user to 
set the display reading desired to correspond to a full scale signal 
input of 20.00 mA.  Type: L2 <Enter>. 
 
L2  (Analog Input Only) 
"Current 20mA Rd: 0100.00" 
"Enter new 20mA Rd: "  (The user typed:  150<Enter>) 
"New 20mA Rd: 0150.00" 
 
k. L4 (4mA Reading) Command - This command allows the user to 
set the display reading desired to correspond to zero signal input of 
4.00 mA.  Type: L4 <Enter>. 
  
L4  (Analog Input Only) 
"Current 4mA Rd: 0000.00" 
"Enter new 4mA Rd: "  (The user typed:  1<Enter>) 
"New 4mA Rd: 0001.00" 
 
l. OF (Offset) Command - This command selects the Offset value for 
the Reading. The Reading may be set to any value from  
-499.99 to 19999.99 (0.00 scale) or -49.999 to 1999.999 (0.000 
scale). The actual range of input change is-299.99 to 299.99 (0.00) or  
-29.999 to 29.999 (0.000). Use the OF Command to offset any 
reading by the desired amount. Type: OF<Enter>. 
 
OF 
"Current Offset: 00000.00 " 
"Enter new Offset: "   (User typed: -0499.99<Enter>) 
"New Minimum: -0499.99 " 
 
m. SW (Warmup) Command - Set the time to apply power to the 
sensor before taking a reading.  This is entered in hours, minutes and 
seconds.  The power will be applied to the sensor at the preset time 
before the programmed time of recording.  Setting a warm-up time 
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longer than the recording interval will cause the sensor to be powered 
continuously.  Type SW<Enter>. 
 
SW  (Analog Input Only) 
"Current Warmup: 00:00:30" 
"Enter new Warmup: " (User types in 00:01:00) 
“Current Warmup is 00:01:00” 
 
n. SA (Address) Command - This command selects the particular 
address for the sensor which is to be logged to this channel. Type: 
SA<Enter>. 
 
SA  (SDI-12 Input Only) 
"Current SensorAddress:  0" 
“Select New Address:”   
 
 
o. SP (Parameter) Command - This command selects the parameter 
number for the SDI-12 Sensor that is to be recorded Type: 
SP<Enter>. 
 
SP  (SDI-12 Input Only) 
“Current Sensor Parameter: 1” 
“Enter New Parameter: “ 
 
 
p. TN (Time Interval) Command - This command selects the MPU 
recording time interval. Type: TN<Enter>. 
 
TN 
"Select Interval:" 
"1 .... 00:00:01" 
"2 .... 00:00:05" 
"3 .... 00:00:06" 
"4 .... 00:00:10" 
"5 .... 00:00:15" 
"6 .... 00:00:30" 
"7 .... 00:01:00" 
"8 .... 00:05:00" 
"9 .... 00:06:00" 
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"10 ... 00:10:00" 
"11 ... 00:15:00" 
"12 ... 00:30:00" 
"13 ... 01:00:00" 
"14 ... 02:00:00" 
"15 ... 04:00:00" 
"16 ... 06:00:00" 
"17 ... 08:00:00" 
"18 ... 12:00:00" 
"19 ... 24:00:00" 
 
"Current Interval 00:10:00" 
"Enter new selection: "  (The user typed: 13<Enter>) 
"New selection: 01:00:00" 
 
 
5.3.4 System Commands  
These commands globally affect the full AxSys System. See Table 5.5  
System Serial Command Summary: 
 
COMMAND DESCRIPTION COMMAND RESPONSE 

BV System Power Displays System Supply Voltage 
CP Change Password Change Password (3 characters)  
CS Channel Setup Displays Channel Setup Information 
DR Days Remaining Displays Percent + Days Remaining of 

Data Memory 
EC Serial ECho Toggles Serial Echo On or Off 
ER ERase Log 

Memory 
Provides Log Memory Erase 

HE HElp Displays the Command Summary 
LN Log Note Enter a Log Note (35 characters max.) 
PW Enter PassWord Enter Password for Command Mode 
RS ReSet Instrument Reset MPU to Factory Default 
SS System Setup Displays System Status Information 
TM Transparent Mode Enters Direct Sensor Serial 

Communications Mode 
 

Table 5.5  System Serial Command Summary 
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a. BV (System Power) Command - This command displays the AxSys 
system voltage. Type:  BV<Enter>. 
 
BV 
"Power: 12.7v" 
 
b. CP (Change Password) Command - This command allows 
changing the password, if desired. When the AxSys is shipped, the 
default value is 000 and all MPU commands are available.  
 
CAUTION: After a password has been changed to anything other than 
000, only the Data View Commands are available, to protect the MPU 
setup from unauthorized access. An authorized user must issue the 
correct password with the PW command, in order to enter Command 
Mode and have access to the full MPU command set. Be sure to 
memorize and record the password in a safe place! 
 
Type:  CP<Enter>. 
 
CP 
"Current Password: 000" 
"Enter new Password:"   (The user typed: A2F<Enter>) 
"New Password: A2F" 
 
NOTE: If the password is lost or forgotten, contact Stevens Customer 
Service. 
 
c. CS (Channel Setup) Command - This command displays a 
complete channel status message for the currently selected channel 
(see “CH” Command). Type: CS<Enter>. 
 
CS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"********Channel Setup********* " 
"                                                " 
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"  Channel: 1 SDI-12                " 
"  Chan ID: GS0001                  " 
"                                                " 
"  Reading: 00002.45                " 
"  Minimum: 00000.00               " 
"  Interval: 00:15:00                  " 
"  Log Usage: ALL                    " 
"  Threshold: 00001.00             " 
"                                                " 
"  Scale: 0.00               " 
"  Sensor Address:  0               " 
"  Sensor Parameter: 1             " 
"************************************ " 
d. DR (Days Remaining) Command - This command displays the 
percent of memory and the number of days or hours remaining in 
memory, with the current time interval. Type:  DR<Enter>. 
 
 
DR 
"Remain 34% 029.5 hrs" 
 
e. EC (Serial Echo) Command - This command toggles the serial 
echo On or Off. If the computer screen shows double characters, or 
does not display the commands on screen, issue this command. Type 
EC<Enter>. The state of the serial echo will switch for each 
command. 
 
f. ER (Erase Log Memory) Command - This command allows erasing 
MPU data memory or the Data Card memory, if used.  
Type: ER<Enter>. 
 
ER 
ALL DATA WILL BE LOST ... ERASE LOGGED DATA (Y/N)? 
 
Answer by typing Y<Enter> or N<Enter> for "yes" or "no" as desired. 
 
g. HE (Help) Command - This command displays a summary of all the 
available AxSys System commands (see Figure 4.1). 
 
h. LN (Log Note) Command - This command allows the user to enter 
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a short note or memo into memory. The note may be up to 35 char-
acters (including spaces), with full English alphabet and numerals, as 
well as numerous punctuation symbols. Type: LN<Enter>. 
 
LN 
"Enter message to be written to log memory (35 characters):" 
 
Use the computer keyboard to create the message and <Enter>. 
 
i. PW (Enter Password) Command - This command allows the user to 
enter the password into the MPU, for full access to the command set 
in Command Mode. Type: PW<Enter>. 
 
PW 
"Password: VERIFIED, SYSTEM UNLOCKED" 
 
j. RS (Reset Instrument) Command - This command resets the MPU 
to the factory default parameters, as shipped. Type: RS<Enter>. 
 
RS 
"WARNING: ALL SETUP PARAMETERS AND INTERNAL LOG 
DATA WILL BE ERASED." 
"RESET INSTRUMENT TO FACTORY SETTINGS (Y/N)?" 
Answer by typing Y<Enter> or N<Enter> for "yes" or "no", as desired. 
 
k. SS (System Setup) Command - This command displays a complete 
System Setup report. Type: SS<Enter>. 
 
SS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"**********************System Setup******************" 
"  Version: 90XXX A  Power: 12.4v                      " 
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"                                                                            " 
"  System ID: STEVENS AXSYS MPU                 " 
"  Password: VERIFIED, SYSTEM UNLOCKED  " 
"  Time: 08:55:51                                                  " 
"  Date: 03/16/95                                                   " 
"                                                                            " 
"  OpMode: LOW POWER " 
"  Baud: 9600                                                        " 
"  Auto Telemetry: OFF                                        " 
"                                                                            " 
"  Storage: CIRCULATE                                       " 
"  Remain 98% 0710 days                                     " 
"  Card Use: COPY ONLY                                    " 
"  Card Copy: NEW DATA                                    " 
"                                                              " 
"  Logging Status: LOWPWR 

(1)
                           " 

"********************************************************* " 
NOTES:  
1. If Logging Status is "NO LOG", the unit is not actively logging data. 
Refer to section 4.4.9 for conditions which cause this to occur. 
 
This completes the command set normally available through the 
Serial Port. If the MPU has the alarm option, see Section 6 Alarm 
Interface for extensions to the Serial Port Command set.  
 
 
l. TM (Transparent Mode) - This command allows the user to 
communicate directly with sensors attached to the AxSys MPU 
directly from the attached computer.  This can be used to transmit any 
valid SDI-12 Command and receive the appropriate response from 
the sensor.  Type TM<Enter>. 
 
TM  (SDI-12 Input Only) 
“Enter Transparent Mode Command:” 0M (user entered “0M”) 
“Waiting...” 
“Tx: 0M!    Rx:   00031” 
 
The AxSys will display the transmitted string as well as the received 
string.  If the unit is unable to communicate with the sensor, the 
display would appear: 
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“Waiting...” 
“Tx: 0M!    Rx: No Response” 
 
The command sequence can be abbreviated  
 
TM, 0M <Enter> 
 
 
5.3.5 Alarm Setup Commands                  (Optional) 
 
These commands globally affect the full AxSys System. See Table 5.5 
Connect a computer to the Serial Port and establish communications. 
Type AL<Enter> to enable the alarm functions. The Help menu will 
now display Alarm Setup Commands. See Table 5.6 for a summary. 
 
COMMAND DESCRIPTION RESPONSE 

A1 Alarm1 Setup Displays Alarm 1 Status 
A2 Alarm2 Setup Displays Alarm 2 Status 
C1 ChClr Alm1 Select Clear 1 Offset from ChSet 1 
C2 ChClr Alm2 Select Clear 2 Offset from ChSet 2 
E1 Enable Alarm1 Enable Alarm 1, ON or OFF 
E2 Enable Alarm2 Enable Alarm 2, ON or OFF 
H1 Header Alarm1 Record Alarm 1 Header, YES or NO 
H2 Header Alarm2 Record Alarm 2 Header, YES or NO 
O1 Output Alarm1 Select LEVEL or PULSE Output 
O2 Output Alarm2 Select LEVEL or PULSE Output 
S1 ChSet Alm1 t Enter Alarm 1 Level Alarm Value 
S2 ChSet Alm2 Enter Alarm 2 Level Alarm Value 
T1 Toggle Alarm1 Toggle Alarm 1 ON or OFF 
T2 Toggle Alarm2 Toggle Alarm 2 ON or OFF 
U1 ChUsage Alm1 Select NONE, ABOVE or BELOW 
U2 ChUsage Alm2 Select NONE, ABOVE or BELOW 

 
Table 5.6 Alarm Setup Serial Command Summary 

 
Type HE<Enter> to see the Serial Command summary plus Alarm 
Setup Commands, after the alarm access is activated. The added 
menus are shown in Figure 5.2  Help Menu Alarm Setup Commands, 
followed by detailed descriptions of each command. 
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"  Alarm Setup Commands                                                              " 
"  A1 Alarm1 Setup      A2 Alarm2 Setup      C1 Alm1 ChClr           " 
"  C2 Alm2 ChClr          E1 Alarm1 Enable     E2 Alarm2 Enable     " 
"  H1 Alarm1 Header    H2 Alarm2 Header     O1 Alarm1 Output    " 
"  O2 Alarm2 Output    S1 Alm1 ChSet          S2 Alm2 ChSet         " 
"  T1 Alarm1 Toggle    T2 Alarm2 Toggle     U1 Alm1 ChUsage   " 
"  U2  Alm2 ChUsage                                                                      " 
 

Figure 5.2  Help Menu Alarm Setup Commands 
 
 
 

 A1 Command - Displays the status of System Alarm 1.  
Type: A1<Enter>. 
 
A1 
"****************************System Alarm 1************************************** " 
"                                                                                                        " 
"  Enable      Output         Header        Toggle         Interval " 
"  OFF          PULSE        NO              OFF              00:15:00             " 
"                                                                                                        " 
" Chan             Usage              Set                   Clear                           " 
" 1 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 2 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 3 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 4 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 5 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 6 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 7 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 8 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
"                                                                                                        " 
"************************************************************************************ " 
 
 A2 Command - Displays the status of System Alarm 2.  
Type: A2<Enter>. 
 
A2 
"****************************System Alarm 2************************************** " 
"                                                                                                        " 
"  Enable      Output         Header        Toggle         Interval " 
"  OFF          PULSE        NO              OFF              00:15:00             " 
"                                                                                                        " 
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" Chan             Usage              Set                   Clear                           " 
" 1 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 2 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 3 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 4 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 5 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 6 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 7 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
" 8 SDI-12        ABOVE           00001.50          00.05                           " 
"                                                                                                        " 
"************************************************************************************ " 
 
 
 C1 Command 
Allows the user to enter the level offset from the Alarm 1 set point, 
where the alarm is to turn off. The range is 00.00 to 99.99 for 000.00 
and 0.000 to 9.999 for 00.000 scales. Type: C1<Enter>. 
 
C1 
"Current Alm1 ChClr: 00.01" 
"Enter new Alm1 ChClr:"  (The user typed: 00.05<Enter>) 
"New Alm1 ChClr: 00.05" 
 
 C2 Command - Same as C1 Command, but with Alarm 2. 
 
 E1 Command 
Selects whether Alarm 1 is enabled or disabled. Type E1<Enter>. 
 
E1 
"Select Alarm1 Enable:" 
"1 .... OFF" 
"2 .... ON " 
 
"Current Alarm1 Enable: ON" 
"Enter new selection:"  (The user typed: 1<Enter>) 
"New Alarm1 Enable: OFF" 
 
 E2 Command - Same as E1 Command, but with Alarm 2. 
 
 H1 Command 
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Selects whether to print a timestamped Alarm 1 header in data 
memory. Type H1<Enter>. 
 
H1 
"Select Alarm1 Header: " 
"1 .... NO " 
"2 .... YES" 
 
"Current Alarm1 Header: NO" 
"Enter new selection: "  (The user typed: 2<Enter>) 
"New Alarm1 Header: YES" 
 H2 Command - Same as H1 Command, but with Alarm 2. 
 
 O1 Command 
Selects whether the Alarm 1 output will be a PULSE or a LEVEL, 
during the alarm condition. Type: O1<Enter>. 
 
O1 
"Select Alarm1 Output:" 
"1 .... LEVEL" 
"2 .... PULSE" 
 
"Current Alarm1 Output: PULSE" 
"Enter new selection:"  (The user typed: 1<Enter>) 
"New Alarm1 Output: LEVEL" 
 
 O2 Command - Same as O1 Command, but with Alarm 2. 
 
 S1 Command 
Allows the user to enter the Alarm 1 level value. The range is -
0499.99 to 19999.99 for 000.00 or -049.999 to 1999.999 for 00.000 
scales. Type: S1<Enter>. 
 
S1 
"Current Alm1 ChSet: 00000.01" 
"Enter new Alm1 ChSet: "  (The user typed: 00000.05<Enter>) 
"New Alm1 ChSet: 00000.05" 
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 S2 Command - Same as S1 Command, but with Alarm 2. 
 
 T1 Command 
Toggles the Alarm 1 output to the opposite state, either ON or OFF. 
Type: T1<Enter>. 
 
T1 
"Alarm1 Toggle: OFF"  (Toggles when <Enter> is pressed.) 
 
 T2 Command - Same as T1 except for Alarm 2. 
 
 U1 Command 
Selects whether the Alarm 1 state occurs ABOVE or BELOW the 
Alarm 1 set point or NONE. Type: U1<Enter>. 
 
U1 
"Select Alm1 ChUsage:" 
"1 .... NONE" 
"2 .... ABOVE" 
"3 .... BELOW" 
 
"Current Alm1 ChUsage: ABOVE" 
"Enter new selection:"  (The user typed: 3<Enter>) 
"New Alm 1 ChUsage: BELOW" 
 
 U2 Command - Same as U1 except for Alarm 2. 
 
 
 ALARM EXAMPLES:  
 
These examples are shown for the keypad commands. Use the 
equivalent serial commands to define operations of the alarms 
through the Serial Port. 
 
Example 1: Assume that the normal operating range is from 0 to 3.75 
feet, the alarm is to be active and in the "ON" state above that level 
and inactive when the input level drops 0.05 feet or more below the 
alarm level. The alarm output is to be a continuous signal (LEVEL), 
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when the alarm set value is exceeded: 
 
• Set "Alm1 Usage:" to "ABOVE", to alarm above the set level. 
• Set "Alm1 Set:" to 00003.75 feet to establish the alarm level. 
• Set "Alm1 Clr:" to 00.05 feet to set "deadband" or "hysteresis". The 
 alarm will shut off when the input level has dropped to 3.70 feet 
 (3.75 - 0.05 feet) or below. 
• Set "Alm1 Enable:" to "ON" to establish the output switch state 
      during the alarm condition.  
• Set "Alm1 Output:" to "LEVEL", so alarm is on continuously  
 during an alarm condition, above the set level. 
Example 2: Assume the normal operating range is from 0 to 5 feet, 
alarm 2 is to be active (in the "ON" state) below 2.0 feet and inactive 
when the level rises 0.1 feet or more above the alarm level. The alarm 
output is to be a PULSE, when the alarm condition occurs. 
 
• Set "Alm2 Usage:" to "BELOW", to alarm below the set level. 
• Set "Alm2 Set:" to 00002.00 feet to establish the alarm level. 
• Set "Alm 2 Clr:" to 00.10 feet to set the "deadband" or "hysteresis".  
     The alarm will shut off when the input level has risen to 2.10 feet  
     (2.00 + 0.10) feet) or above. 
• Set "Alm2 Enable:" to "ON" to establish the output switch state  
     during the alarm condition. 
• Set "Alm2 Output:" to "PULSE", so alarm output is active for  
     approximately 0.25 seconds when the alarm occurs. 
 
 
 
5.3.6 Analog Output Setup Commands                  (Optional) 
 
Connect a computer to the Serial Port and establish communications. 
Type AE<Enter> to enable or disable  the analog output command 
functions. The Help menu will now display Analog Output Setup 
Commands. See Table 5.7 for a summary.  Note that the analog 
output always functions.  The enable or disable only controls access 
to the setup menu items.  Once set, the analog output will operate 
regardless of the setting of the AE command. 
 
COMMAND DESCRIPTION RESPONSE 

AC Analog Channel Select channel for reference 
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AI Analog Interval Update interval for analog output 
AN Analog MiNimum Set minimum reference reading (4mA) 
AX Analog MaXimum Set maximum reference reading (20mA) 

 
Table 5.7 Analog Output Setup Serial Command Summary 

 
Type HE<Enter> to see the Serial Command summary plus Analog 
Output Setup Commands, after the analog output is activated. The 
added menus are shown in Figure 5.3  Help Menu Analog Output 
Setup Commands, followed by detailed descriptions of each 
command. 
 
"  Analog Output Setup Commands                                              " 
"  AC  ALG Chan             AI  ALG Intv             AN  ALG Min             " 
"  AX  ALG Max                                                               " 
 

Figure 5.7  Help Menu Analog Output Setup Commands 
 
 AC Command - Set the channel for analog output reference  
Type: AC<Enter>. 
 
AC 
"Select ALG Chan: " 
"1 .... DIGITAL   " 
 
"Current ALG Chan: DIGITAL   " 
"Enter new selection: "  (the user typed 1 <Enter>) 
"New ALG Chan: DIGITAL   " 
 
 
 AI Command - Select the analog output update interval  
Type: AI<Enter>. 
 
AI 
"Select ALG Intv: " 
"1 .... 00:00:01" 
"2 .... 00:00:05" 
"3 .... 00:00:06" 
"4 .... 00:00:10" 
"5 .... 00:00:15" 
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"6 .... 00:00:30" 
"7 .... 00:01:00" 
"8 .... 00:05:00" 
"9 .... 00:06:00" 
"10 ... 00:10:00" 
"11 ... 00:15:00" 
"12 ... 00:30:00" 
"13 ... 01:00:00" 
"14 ... 02:00:00" 
"15 ... 04:00:00" 
"16 ... 06:00:00" 
"17 ... 08:00:00" 
"18 ... 12:00:00" 
"19 ... 24:00:00" 
 
"Current ALG Intv: 00:15:00" 
"Enter new selection: "  (the user types 8 <Enter>) 
"New ALG Intv: 00:05:00" 
 
 AN Command - Sets the desired reference for minimum (4mA) 
Allows the user to enter the reading from the selected channel that 
should produce a minimum (4mA) output. Type: AN<Enter>. 
 
AN 
"Current ALG Min: 00000.00" 
"Enter new ALG Min: "  (user types 1.00 <Enter>) 
"New ALG Min: 00001.00" 
 
 
 AX Command - Sets the desired reference for maximum (20mA) 
Allows the user to enter the reading from the selected channel that 
should produce a maximum (20mA) output. Type: AX<Enter>. 
 
AX 
"Current ALG Max: 00100.00" 
"Enter new ALG Max: "  (user types 10.00 <Enter>) 
"New ALG Max: 00010.00" 
 
5.3.7 Pulse Input Setup Commands                  (Optional) 
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Connect a computer to the Serial Port and establish communications. 
Type PE<Enter> to enable or disable  the Pulse Input command 
functions. The Help menu will now display Pulse Input Setup 
Commands. See Table 5.8 for a summary.   
 

COMMAND DESCRIPTION RESPONSE 
PC Pulse Scale Set Pulse Scaling to 0.0, 0.00, or 0.000 
PM Pulse Mode Set Recording mode to Delta or 

Cumulative 
PS Pulse Weight Set Pulse Weight value 

 
Table 5.8 Pulse Input Setup Serial Command Summary 

 
Type HE<Enter> to see the Serial Command summary plus Pulse 
Input Setup Commands, after the pulse input is activated. The added 
menus are shown in Figure 5.4  Help Menu Pulse Event Setup 
Commands, followed by detailed descriptions of each command. 
 
 
"  Pulse Event Setup Commands                                               " 
"  PC  Pulse Scale       PM  Pulse Mode   PS  Pulse Weight       " 
 

Figure 5.4  Help Menu Pulse Event Setup Commands 
 
 PC Command - Set the pulse scaling  
This command selects either 0.0 (xxxxx.x), 0.00 (xxxxx.xx) or 0.000 
(xxxx.xxx) MPU recording scale. Type: PC<Enter>. 
 
PC 
"Select Scale:" 
"1 .... 0.00" 
"2 .... 0.000" 
“3....  0.0” 
"Current Scale:  0.00"    
"Enter new Selection:" (The user typed: 2<Enter>) 
"New Scale: 0.000" 
 
 
 PM Command - Set the pulse mode to cumulative or delta 
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This setting determines if the recording reading is to be a delta value 
over the given time interval, or a cumulative value added to the 
previously recorder value 
 
PM 
"Select Pulse Mode: " 
"1 .... Cum" 
"2 .... Delta" 
 
"Current Pulse Mode: Cum" 
"Enter new Pulse Mode: "  (the user types 2 <Enter>) 
"New Pulse Mode: Delta" 
 
 PS Command - Sets the desired incremental value for each input 
pulse 
Allows the user to enter a value to be incremented for each pulse 
input, or a pulse weight value. Type: PS<Enter>. 
 
PS 
"Current Pulse Weight: 00000.01" 
"Enter new Pulse Weight: "  (user types 1.00 <Enter>) 
"New Pulse Weight: 00001.00" 
 
 
 
5.3.8 Satellite Communications Setup Commands   (Optional) 
 
Connect a computer to the Serial Port and establish communications. 
Type SE<Enter> to enable or disable  the satellite communications 
setup command functions. The Help menu will now display Satellite 
Communications Setup Commands. See Table 5.9 for a summary.   
Satellite communications settings only pertain to ORBCOMM satellite 
communications operation.  GOES transmit intervals and timing are 
controlled by the attached GOES transmitter, if applicable. 
ORBCOMM Satellite communications operation requires setting the 
AUTO-TELEMETRY mode to ORB  (See Appendix Section 7.5.4). 
Only channels with a "+" character as the last character in the 
Channel ID will be transmitted in the data string.  This allows the user 
to select which channel data to transmit. 
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Note: Standard serial communications with a computer are not 
possible when an AxSys MPU is set to either the GOES or ORB 
telemetry modes.  To access the unit with a computer connected to 
the DB-9 connector on the AxSys faceplate,  be sure to disable Auto-
Telemetry (set to OFF), and disconnect power or the serial 
communications cable to the communicator or transmitter. 
 

COMMAND DESCRIPTION RESPONSE 
SK Comm Wake-up Select  pulse or level wake-up signal 
SR RX Wait Select amount of time to stay awake 
ST TX Interval Set interval for transmission cycle 
SX Alarm TX Enable transmit on alarm condition 

 
Table 5.9  Satellite Communications Serial Command Summary 

 
Type HE<Enter> to see the Serial Command summary plus Satellite 
Communications Setup Commands, after the Satellite Mode is 
activated. The added menus are shown in Figure 5.5  Help Menu 
Satellite Communications Setup Commands, followed by detailed 
descriptions of each command. 
 
 
 
"  Satellite Comm  Setup Commands                                              " 
"  SK  Comm Wake            SR  Rx Wait              ST  Tx Intv                " 
"  SX  Alarm Tx                                                                                      " 
 

Figure 5.5  Help Menu Satellite Setup Commands 
 
 SK Command - Set the Communications wakeup mode 
Set the type of signal needed to wakeup the satellite communication 
device, either level or pulse.  Level stays active during all 
communication.  Pulse mode generates a 5 second active pulse.  In 
both cases the comm unit is given 5 additional seconds to wakeup 
(after level active or pulse is complete) before the first data packet is 
sent. 
 
Type: SK<Enter>. 
 
SK 
"Select Comm Wake: " 
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"1 .... LEVEL" 
"2 .... PULSE" 
 
"Current Comm Wake: LEVEL" 
"Enter new selection: " 2 
"New Comm Wake: PULSE" 
 SR Command - Set the Communications wait time  
After transmitting data, this is the amount of time the system will wait 
and hold the communicator awake to send the message packet and 
receive any message over the satellite system. 
 
Type: SR<Enter>. 
 
SR 
"Select Rx Wait: " 
"1 .... 00:01:00" 
"2 .... 00:05:00" 
"3 .... 00:06:00" 
"4 .... 00:10:00" 
"5 .... 00:15:00" 
"6 .... 00:30:00" 
 
"Current Rx Wait: 00:01:00" 
"Enter new selection: " 5 
"New Rx Wait: 00:15:00" 
 
 
 ST Command - Sets the Communications transmit interval 
Set the interval to transmit data to the satellite system.  The logger's 
baud rate will be used to communicate to the sending comm unit. 
 
Type: ST<Enter>. 
 
ST 
"Select Tx Intv: " 
"1 .... 00:15:00" 
"2 .... 00:30:00" 
"3 .... 01:00:00" 
"4 .... 02:00:00" 
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"5 .... 04:00:00" 
"6 .... 06:00:00" 
"7 .... 08:00:00" 
"8 .... 12:00:00" 
"9 .... 24:00:00" 
"Current Tx Intv: 24:00:00" 
"Enter new selection: " 6 
"New Tx Intv: 06:00:00" 
 
 
 SX Command - Enable Transmit-on-Alarm function 
Anytime an alarm is activated or is still active a data packet containing 
all pending logged data (since last transmit) will be sent.   
 
Type: SX<Enter>. 
 
SX 
"Select Alarm Tx: " 
"1 .... NO " 
"2 .... YES" 
 
"Current Alarm Tx: NO " 
"Enter new selection: " 2 
"New Alarm Tx: YES" 
 
 
5.3.9 Flow Channel Setup Commands                  (Optional) 
These commands set the operation of the appropriate channel flow 
controls. See Table 5.10  Flow Channel Command Summary: 
 
COMMAND DESCRIPTION COMMAND RESPONSE 

FC Flow Channel Select Channel for flow conversion 
FS Flow Scale Select desired flowrate scale  
HD HeaD Display/edit current head reading 
LG LoG Data Select to log either head or flowrate 

data 
RC Reset Cum. 

Totalizer 
Resets the cumulative totalizer 

RI Report Interval Sets the Report Interval 
RT Report Totalizers Displays current totalizer readings 
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SM SaMple Interval Set the flow sample rate 
 

Table 5.10  Flow Channel Command Summary 
 

a. FC (Flow Channel) Command - This command selects which 
channel is to be used as head input data for flow conversion.  On 
single channel instruments, the choices are the one channel, or 
NONE.   A selection of NONE deactivates all flowmeter activity, and 
the unit will operate as a standard input AxSys MPU.  
Type: FC<Enter>. 
 
FC 
 
"Select FlowChan: " 
"1 .... DIGITAL   " 
"2 .... NONE      " 
 
"Current FlowChan: NONE      " 
"Enter new selection: " 1 
 
"New FlowChan: DIGITAL   " 
 
b. FS (Flow Channel) Command - This command selects which scale 
is to be used for recording flowrate.  Typical selections are gallons per 
second (GPS), gallons per minute (GPM), or millions of gallons per 
day (MGD). 
 
 
FS 
 
"Select Flow Scale: " 
"1 .... GPS " 
"2 .... GPM " 
"3 .... MGD " 
 
"Current Flow Scale: MGD " 
"Enter new selection: " 2 
 
"New Flow Scale: GPM " 
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c. HD (Flow Channel) Command - This command allows for viewing 
and changing the current head reading for the purpose of onsite 
calibration.  A change in the head reading will result in a 
corresponding change in the flowrate reading.  The head reading 
cannot be changed outside the minimum or maximum allowed for the 
flow  range (typically 0.00 to some maximum head value). 
 
HD 
 
"Current Head: 00002.00 FT  " 
"Enter new Head: " 1.97 
 
"New Head: 00001.97 FT  " 
 
d. LG (Flow Channel) Command - This command selects whether to 
log flow rate values or simply log head readings. 
LG 
 
"Select Log Data: " 
"1 .... HEAD     " 
"2 .... FLOW RATE" 
 
"Current Log Data: FLOW RATE" 
"Enter new selection: "  
 
"New Log Data: FLOW RATE" 
e. RC (Flow Channel) Command - This command will reset the 
current value in the Cumulative Totalizer to zero.  There is no security 
prompt for this command.  Once issue, it will reset the Cumulative 
Totalizer.  The Master Totalizer cannot be reset unless the entire 
instrument is reset to original factory conditions. 
 
RC 
 
"Report Parameters Reset" 
 
f. RI (Report Interval) Command - This command selects a report 
interval for writing totalizer and flowrate information into the 
permanent data record.  The report record consists of the following 
information: 
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"RPT 00052488 00017004 00007.29 18:00:00 00007.29 
18:00:00 00007.29  " 
 
 
 
 
 
RI 
"Select Report Intv: " 
"1 .... NONE" 
"2 .... 1 HR" 
"3 .... 2 HR" 
"4 .... 4 HR" 
"5 .... 6 HR" 
"6 .... 8 HR" 
 
"Current Report Intv: NONE" 
"Enter new selection: " 3 
 
"New Report Intv: 2 HR" 
 
g. RT  (Totalizer Report) Command - Displays an interim report 
similar to the following: 
 
"*********Totalizer Report*********" 
"        08/30/00  00:17:20        " 
"                                  " 
" Report Total: 00000150 GAL       " 
" Min Flow: 0000.002 MGD  00:09:00 " 
" Max Flow: 0000.034 MGD  00:05:24 " 
" Avg Flow: 0000.016 MGD           " 
"                                  " 
" Daily Total:  00000150 GAL       " 
" Min Flow: 0000.002 MGD  00:09:00 " 
" Max Flow: 0000.034 MGD  00:05:24 " 
" Avg Flow: 0000.016 MGD           " 
"                                  " 
" Accum Total:  00000150 GAL       " 
"                                  " 
" Master Total: 00000000 TGAL      " 
"**********************************" 
 

 
Cum. Totalizer    Master Totalizer   Min Flow/Time     Max Flow/Time Avg Flow 
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h. SM (Sample Interval) Command - This command selects the 
interval at which the flowrate will be sampled and totalizers will be 
incremented. 
 
SM 
 
"Select Sample Intv " 
"1 .... 00:00:01" 
"2 .... 00:00:05" 
"3 .... 00:00:06" 
"4 .... 00:00:10" 
"5 .... 00:00:15" 
"6 .... 00:00:30" 
"7 .... 00:01:00" 
"8 .... 00:05:00" 
"9 .... 00:06:00" 
"10 ... 00:10:00" 
"11 ... 00:15:00" 
 
"Current Sample Intv 00:01:00" 
"Enter new selection: " 1 
 
"New Sample Intv 00:00:01" 
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6.1 MAINTENANCE 
 
6.1.1 Check battery voltage and condition during each visit to AxSys. 
 a. System battery voltage: greater than 11 volts d.c. (12.0 VDC for 
a lead-acid battery). 
 b. Maintain a battery log. A well-documented record and long 
experience are the best indicators of battery performance and condi-
tion. Battery life will be reduced with extended high temperature 
operation. Battery capacity will generally be reduced with extended 
periods of cold weather, but will recover when warmed up.  
 c. Rechargeable batteries will gradually lose capacity through 
multiple charge-discharge cycles, with shorter operating time periods 
between charging cycles. Maximum operating life will be obtained 
when the battery and AxSys are both connected to an appropriately 
filtered charger, such as the Stevens Battery Charger. This provides 
the additional benefit of continued operation on the battery supply, 
when there is intermittent power loss to the charger. The Stevens 
Solar Panel can also be used to obtain maximum battery life with 
minimum maintenance in remote field installations. 
 
6.1.2 Avoid moisture entry into the AxSys when the lid is open or the 
front panel is removed. When operating in humid conditions or where 
there may be condensation, place and maintain a bag or two of fresh 
desiccant on top of the panel before closing the lid. 
 
6.1.3 Check the seal on the lid periodically to maintain the condition of 
the gasket; replace it when damaged or deteriorated. 
 
6.1.4 Clean the instrument if required with a clean, damp cloth and 
mild liquid soap. 
 
6.2 TROUBLESHOOTING 
 
The following is a guide to use for troubleshooting various operational 
problems with the AxSys System. These are conditions that should be 
checked before contacting the factory for assistance. If you cannot 
solve the problem in the field, call and ask for a Stevens Customer 
Technical Representative. The toll-free number for Stevens is 
1-800-452-5272, and the call is free from Canada or the U.S.A. An 
alternative number is:  503 469 8000 
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Please provide an instrument description and serial number, when 
possible. Many questions can be answered by telephone, or you may 
obtain an authorization for return of the equipment, should that be 
necessary. The factory is open Monday through Friday from 7 a.m. to 
5 p.m., in the Pacific Time Zone. If no one is available, leave a 
message at any time on an excellent phone mail system; just clearly 
tell us your name, location, telephone number and how to reach you. 
 
SYMPTOM PROBLEM AREA TO CHECK 
No display No power to AxSys • Fuse 

• Power supply con-  
   nections or failure 
• Voltage level low 

Incorrect or 
continuous minimum 
READING 

Sensor connections, 
or sensor failure 

• Connections poor  
   or reversed 
• Wrong sensor or       
   address  

No serial 
communication 

Serial Port error • Wrong serial cable  
  or poor connections 
• Baud, bit count or 
   parity not correct 

Display does not 
blank (sleep) 

Sleep Mode error • MPU set for  
   Continuous Display 
• Serial Port is active 

 
Table 6.1  Troubleshooting Guide 

 
 

Service Record Notes: 
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7.1 SPECIFICATIONS: 
 
7.1.1 AxSyS MPU 
 
ML01 Digital Input Board: Accepts pulsed electrical input signals 
from Stevens Tipping Bucket Rain Gage, Type PG III Encoder or 
Type A/F Encoder. Resolution and accuracy are essentially that of the 
input encoding device and associated system. The MPU opera-ting 
mode and desired input device are selected at the time of order. 
 
ML02 Analog Input Board: Accepts 4-20 mA loop powered sensors 
such as Stevens SDT-II and PAT.  Supplies 24 VDC loop power for 
sensor. 
 
SD01 Serial Input Board: Accepts up to 8 SDI-12 Standard interface 
sensors operating on different addresses.  Certain configurations 
accept 2 analog and 6 SDI-12 inputs. 
 
Pulse Input Board:  Accepts single input switch closure from tipping 
bucket raingage or similar device. Optional on all configurations. 
 
Analog Output Board:  Provides programmable 4-20 mA output 
proportional to any one input channel.  Optional on all configurations. 
 
Data Processing: Fast CMOS micro-controller, featuring a "sleep" 
mode for very low average power operation.  
 
Display/Keypad: Two-row, 20 character alpha-numeric LCD and 
integral 4-key keypad for menu entry and parameter selection. 
 
Real Time Clock: Recording intervals: 1, 5, 6, 10, 15 or 30 seconds; 
1, 5, 6, 10, 15, or 30 minutes; 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 or 24 hours. Accuracy: 
±3 min/month over temperature; ±1.4 sec/day typical from -10 to +50° 
C. Automatic leap year correction. Backed by lithium battery. 
 
Serial Port: Serial ASCII through EIA-232 interface at a minimum of 
±5 volt levels. Supports software (XON/XOFF) handshaking. Pro-
vides full access to Logger commands and data output. Physical 
access at front panel DB-9F connector for computer or at optional 
external clamped cable and 25-pin connector for modem connection. 
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Serial Format: 7 data bits, 1 stop bit, even parity. 
 
Data (Baud) Rate: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800 or 9600 bits per second. 
 
External Power Supply (option): Wall cube type; 120 VAC to 12 
VDC, 0.2 A at 60 Hz.  
 
Fuse: Cable type, 0.25 Ampere, fast-acting type 3AG or 20 mm. 
 
Power: 10 to 17 VDC (12 Volts nominal).  AxSys enters "sleep" state 
after one minute of no keypad or Serial Port activity. 
 
Digital Input: Currents are typically 1.7 mA (asleep) and 60 mA 
(active) at 12 Vdc. Additional input board current depends on 
operating mode; see table below: 
 

INPUT DEVICE AWAKE ASLEEP 
Continuous quadrature (Type A/F Encoder) 22 mA 17 mA 
Sampled quadrature (Type A/F Encoder) 8 mA 2.5 mA 
Up/Down counting switches (Type PG III Encoder) 5 mA negligible 
Up counting switch (Tipping Bucket Rain Gage) 5 mA negligible 
 
Analog Input: Currents are typically 1.3 mA (asleep) and 100 mA 
(active) at 12 Vdc. Additional input board current depends on 
operating mode and sensor current. 
 
SDI-12 Input: Currents are typically 2.7 mA (asleep) and 60 mA 
(active) at 12 Vdc. 
 
Alarm/Condition Switches: Saturated NPN transistors, with emitter 
common connection to power supply common line. Maximum ratings: 
10 mA, non-inductive, and 12 Volts d.c. In the PULSE Alarm Output 
Mode, minimum output pulse duration is 250 ms. 
 
Operating Temperature: -40 to + 71° C (-40 to +160° F). 
 
Relative Humidity: To 100% externally condensing, in closed case 
with fresh desiccant installed. 
 
Enclosure Size/Type: 5.28 in. high x 6.69 in. width x 5.12 in. depth, 
(134 x 170 x 130 mm) facing the front panel. Enclosure material is 
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glass-reinforced polycarbonate with NEMA 4 (IP 66) dust and water-
tight protection rating. The hinged panel cover is clear polycarbonate. 
Metal brackets are optional for wall mounting. 
 
Weight: Less than 2.6 lb. (1.2 kg), less cables or accessories. 
 
7.1.2 Plug-in Data Card 
 
Capacity: Stevens type FC-256 PCMCIA Flash EEPROM; sufficient 
storage for approximately 100,000 readings; no internal battery 
required. 
 
Operating Temperature: -4 to 158° F/-20 to 70° C 
 
Relative Humidity: 0 to 95%, non-condensing; meets MPU speci-
fication when plugged in and enclosure cover is closed 
 
Size 3.36 in. long x 2.1 in. wide x 0.14 in. deep (85.5 x 53.5 3.5 mm) 
 
Weight: 0.93 oz (26.3 gm)
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Figure 7.1 AxSys Connections 
 

7.2 SIGNAL INPUT CONNECTIONS 
 
The standard INPUT connector is  5-Position SwitchCraft bulkhead 
type which mates with the cable connector on the supplied input 
device, or, more commonly, a 4 conductor shielded cable with a 
barrier strip. The type of input device that a specific AxSys MPU will 
accept is marked on a small label, directly below the INPUT. The 
connector pin assignments or cable color designations will vary with 
the type of input device and is listed in the tables below: 
 
 

DIGITAL INCREMENTAL INPUT 
PIN (wire color) SIGNAL 

     1 (black) Signal/Supply Common (Ground) 
     2 (red) +5 Volt Switched or Vsupply Output 
     3 (green) Up (Signal 1) 
     4 (white) Down (Signal 2) 
     5 (shield) Shield, to internal signal ground 

 
Table 7.1 Digital Sensor Input Connections 

 

Additional Input 
Connections 
(Optional) Input 

Connection 

Power 
Input 
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Figure 7.2  Type A/F Encoder Connections 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7.3  Type PG-III Encoder Connections 
 
 
 

 
   

Figure 7.4 Tipping Bucket Precipitation Gage Connections 
 
 

Black 
Green 
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ANALOG INPUT 
PIN (wire color) SIGNAL 

     1 (black) Signal/Supply Common (Ground) 
     2 (red) +24 Volt Switched or Vsupply(12V)  Output 
     3 (green) 4-20 mA Analog return 
     4 (white) Unused 
     5 (shield) Shield, to internal signal ground 

 
Table 7.2 Analog Sensor Input Connections 

 

 
 

Figure 7.5 Loop Powered, 4-20 mA Input Connections 
 
 
 

SDI-12  INPUT 
PIN  (wire color) SIGNAL 

     1 (black) Signal/Supply Common (Ground) 
     2 (red) Vsupply Output (Typically 12 VDC) 
     3 (green) SDI-12 Signal Line 

 
Table 7.3 SDI-12 Sensor Input Connections 

 
 
 

 
 To Sensor(s) 
 
 
 

Figure 7.6 Typical SDI-12 Sensor Connections 
Pulse Input 

Wire Color Signal 
Green Pulse In 

Ground 
Power 
Signal AxSys 

MPU 

(black)

(red)

(green)

                Red 
             Green 
             Shield 

Stevens 
SDT-II  

 
Red 
Black 
Shield 

5
Return 
Shield 

+24 V 
Switched 

Junction Box
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Black Signal Ground 
 

Table 7.4 Pulse Input Connections 
 
 
 
 
  AXSYS MPU 
  w/Pulse Input  
  option 
 
 
 

Figure 7.7 Typical Pulse Input Connections 
 
 
7.3 ANALOG OUTPUT  CONNECTIONS 
 
CABLE WIRE 
COLOR 

SIGNAL NAME SIGNAL DESCRIPTION 

Black      Common Common (ground) 
Green      Loop + Out/In Observe proper connections for  
White      Loop -  Input isolated or non-isolated  

 
Table 7.5 Analog Output Connections 

Switch Input 

Input Cable Green 

Black
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Non-Isolated Output Connections            Isolated Output Connections 

 
Figure 7.8 Typical Analog Output Connections 

 
 

7.4 SERIAL PORT CONNECTIONS 
 
The external Serial Port connector consists of a DB-25 25-position 
pin-type connector on the end of a 6 foot cable, which enters the 
AxSys MPU enclosure through a weathertight strain relief. The 
connector plugs directly into Stevens Environmental Modems. See 
Table 7.4  External Serial Port Modem Connections, below: 
 

DB-25M 
Connector 

Signals, Relative to AxSys 
Logger (out ) 

2 TXD  
3 RXD  
7 Serial Common (Ground) 
8 EDR  (Activates Logger) 
9 Supply , 12 VDC Typical 

 
Table 7.6  External Serial Port Modem Connections 

 
 
 
7.5 ALARM/CONDITION SWITCH OUTPUT CONNECTIONS 
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The Alarm switch function is available under two conditions:  
1. The alarm output hardware option is installed in the AxSys. 
2. The function is enabled with the AL Command (Section 5.3.5).  
 
The Alarm/Condition Switch connections are available at the end of a 
6 foot cable, which enters the AxSys MPU enclosure through a 
weathertight strain relief. See Section 5.3.5 and Table 7.5 External 
Alarm/Condition Switch Connections, below: 
 
 

CABLE WIRE 
COLOR 

SIGNAL DESCRIPTION 

Black Supply Common (Ground) 
Red System power, +12 Volts, typical 
Green Alarm 1 Output  
White Alarm 2 Output  

 
Table 7.7 External Alarm/Condition Switch Connections 

 

 
 

Figure 7.9 Typical Alarm Output  
Connections to Solid State Relays 

 
7.6 AUTO-TELEMETRY 
 
The AxSys features several Auto-Telemetry formats to drive 
transmitters, displays and other receiving equipment. This format may 
be selected through the keypad in the System Sub-Menu or through 
the Serial Port with the TE<Enter> Command in the System Setup 
Command Menu.  
 
TE<Enter> 
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"Select AutoTelemetry: " 
"1 .... OFF " 
"2 .... DLT " 
"3 .... RFM " 
"4 .... SCM " 
"5 .... ORB " (optional) 
"6 .... GOES" (optional) 
 
"Current Auto Telemetry: OFF" 
"Enter new selection: " 2 
"New Auto Telemetry: DLT" 
 
 
7.6.1 DLT Mode 
 
In this mode, the MPU transmits the current readings for all channels 
once at the end of each recording Interval in Low Power Mode or once 
per second in the Continuous Display Mode. This 6-digit serial ASCII 
string is preceded by an identification string and terminated with an 
end-of-transmission character, as follows: 
 
 #IIINNNNNNx 
 
where: 
 # - is the beginning of the telemetry string 
 
 III - is a three character data identification code. The third  
  character is usually used by the receiving unit as the start  
  character. These three characters are defined by the last  
  three characters in the AxSys MPU Channel ID string. 
 
 NNNNNN - is the data value; range is -99999 to 999999. 
 
 x - is the telemetry string end character (lower case x). 
 
In Low Power Mode, if the Serial Port EDR line is brought "high" by 
either a computer or a modem connected to the Serial Port and a 
command<Enter> is received, the MPU exits the telemetry mode, 
enters the command mode and responds to the issued command(s). 
When EDR goes "low" again, the MPU returns to the Auto-Telemetry 
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Mode.  In Continuos Display Mode,  a command<Enter> will disable 
the Auto-Telemetry Mode. The example below represents the output 
string for the SDI-12 input version of the AxSys MPU.  There are nine 
readings, one for each standard channel, and one for the pulse 
channel.  This is always the output string in this mode for this input 
configuration, whether or not specific channels are enabled for 
logging.  In this case, each channel ID ends with "00y", where "y" is 
the channel number. 
 
#001000000x#002000000x#003000000x#004000000x#005000000x#
006000000x#007000000x#008000000x#009000000x 
 
 
7.6.2 SCM Mode 
 
In this mode, the MPU transmits the current reading for channel 1 
once at the end of each recording Interval in Low Power Mode or once 
per second in the Continuous Display Mode. This 6-digit serial ASCII 
string is preceded by an identification string and terminated with 
carriage return.  The identifier string begins with the "$" character, 
followed by the last character of the channel ID, followed by "AO" and 
the channel value.  This string is transmitted only for channel 1. 
 
 
$0AO000250.00 
$0AO000250.00 
 
 
 
7.6.3 RFM Mode 
 
This mode is for custom RF communications protocols and may vary 
with the type of application.  Consult factory for information and 
potential applications using this mode. 
 
 
 
 
7.6.4 ORB Mode (optional) 
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The ORB mode is used for satellite communications over the 
ORBCOMM satellite system.  Entering this mode will activate 
communications with the appropriate attached ORBCOMM 
communicator for auto-downloading of data via the ORBCOMM 
network.  This operation will occur based on previously set satellite 
communications setup, as described in section 4.4.16 (keypad and 
display settings) and section 5.3.7 (serial interface settings). Data 
packets will be sent for all channels which have a "+" as the final 
character in their channel ID.   
 
 
7.6.5 GOES Mode (optional) 
 
The GOES mode is for use with an appropriate GOES transmitter 
module supplied by Stevens.  In this mode, the transmitter handles all 
timing and control.  The transmitter will wake-up the AxSys MPU at 
the proper time interval as defined in the transmitter.  The AxSys will 
transfer a data packet to the transmitter.  The transmitter will send off 
the data packet over the GOES network, and return to a low power 
mode.  Data packets will be sent for all channels which have a "+" as 
the final character in their channel ID.   
 
 
7.7 SLEEP MODE 
 
An AxSys in Continuous Display Mode remains "awake" at all times, 
typical operating current at 12 Vdc (MPU only). When in Low Power 
Mode, the AxSys enters "sleep" mode, with low  typical current (see 
section 7.1 for details). The MPU "wakes" for the following events or 
time periods: 
 
1.  250 ms + Sensor data return time typical at each recording 
Interval, to update data memory. 
 
2.  When the MENU key has been pushed for at least one second. 
The MPU remains "awake" until there has been no keypad activity for 
at least one minute, and automatically returns to "sleep" mode. 
 
3.  The MPU remains "awake" when the Serial Port EDR line is held 
"high" by an active computer or modem connected to the Serial Port. 
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7.8 DATA HEADERS 
 
7.8.1 Header Format 
Headers contain, in order, Channel ID, Date, Time and Time Interval. 
The System ID also appears once on the second line of a header. The 
Channel ID is particularly useful with multiple channel AxSys systems, 
such as for SDI-12 or multi-parameter probe inputs. The System ID 
may be used to identify a particular instrument or location. 
 
7.8.2 Header Frequency 
Headers are automatically inserted into the data record at regular 
intervals, to easily associate them with recorded data, as follows: 
 
TIME INTERVAL HEADER FREQUENCY 
1 second every 10 minutes 
less than 1 minute once per hour 
1 minute to 1 hour once per day 
2 or more hours once per month 
Daily Midnight, associated with the data that follows 
 
 


